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EDITOR: John A.M. Galilee

Correspondence and news items always welcomed

Telephone 222-4108

LADIES NIGHT January 22nd

A capacity house greeted Horace Lapp and a showing of two old Laurel and Hardy

silent films this evening. The buffet dinner that preceded the showing was most

appetizing but we are sure that the founder members of the Club never dreamt that

so many people could be accommodated in such a small space.

Horace in his introduction spoke of his early days as a church organist and of his

association with Reginald Stewart in the lean twenties.

The particular comedy of Laurel & Hardy - just plain slapstick - brought back mem-

ories of our early movie days when the cinema was a real escape, in fact, an

adventure into a new world. Horace has been engaged by the CBC to supply the

incidental music for some thirty-one films (just count 'em!).

An attempt was made, after the screening of the first film, "Toot Your Horn" to

show just how the producer produced. He just didn't. He was dressed in a sort of

green dressing gown - a left-over from Charles the First. He was accompanied by

another CBC character who appeared to be directing something or other and a young

lady who did not seem to have anything to do except shout in unison with the other

two, "Cut". The audience grew somewhat restive when the "Toot Your Horn" film was

started and re-started several times. We hope that the Arts & Letters stage will

not suffer so deeply again in our generation.

Horace directed a sing song while Wentworth Walker manfully threaded the second

film. Fortunately his place in the gallery screened him from the audience - his

consternation at the so-called skit must have been great. Advice to Horace: You

do not need any stage props.

* * * * *

MEMBERS' NIGHT January 25th

Chick Hendry, Director of Social Work, University of Toronto, treated members to

a delightful evening when he spoke on "More Jottings on a Journey". Specifically

he told about his recent visit to Finland and Russia where he attended various

congresses, seminars and meetings. These Social Professors surely choose interesting
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places to travel and meet each other. Chick gets a great deal out of these journeys

-- because he does his homework before setting out. His great love of poetry en-

ables him to get the very best out of scenery. His love of architecture made his

visit to Helsinki and its suburbs truly memorable. His love of humanity enabled him

to make friends wherever he went. Even his experience in the Hotel Russia in Moscow

when two uncouth Cossacks seated themselves at his table. This was turned into a

joyous feast when most of us would have turned away in disgust. Chick brought with

him mementos of his trip, guide books, souvenirs which he shared with members after-

wards. He was introduced by Ralph Albrant and the President conveyed the thanks of

the audience to the speaker for his thoughtful address.

"Where have all the Varleys gone" is the subject of a search being conducted by Peter

and Gloria Varley with the assistance of The Canada Council and The National Gallery

of Canada. Not only information concerning all works in any medium but correspon-

dence, photographs and tapes of conversations will be of inestimable value in record-

ing the full scope of Varley's prolific genius. If you can aid in any way in this

labour of love, get in touch with Peter Varley at 97A Bloor Street West, Toronto 5.

* * * * *

Do you remember the September monthly meeting when there was a discussion of the

future of the Club and recommendations for improvement? Well, the subject is far

from dead. It hasn't been swept under the carpet. Bill Swinton undertook to make

a study of the submissions which he presented to the Club executive just before

Christmas. Rather than a single acceptance of this or rejection of that, the Exec-

utive is taking the generally more "open" philosophy implicit in the recommendations

and finding ways to express it along the lines of the recommendations. How well )
this is being done will be assessed at the annual meeting in May.

Bill Thompson gave a most interesting song recital at lunch on

Monday, January 20th. Among the songs he sang were:

Scots wha' hae wi Wallace Bled

Star Vicino (Rosa - 1615-1673)

Plaisir d'Amour (Martini - 1706-1784)

Ungeduld (Franz Schubert - 1797-1828)

Go Lovely Rose (Roger Quilter)

Atque Vale (Walter MacNutt)

Zueignung (Richard Strauss)

Walter MacNutt organist of St. Thomas Church, pupil of the late

Healey Willan, was the accompanist.

* * * * *

Club member John Hudson wishes to share with us a little treasure brought back

from a recent visit to Jamaica:-

EPITAPH IN PARISH CHURCH, MONTEGO BAY, JAMAICA

Sacred to the memory of the Honourable John Cunningham, who was born at Kirknewton

in Scotland in the year 1738 and died at Montego Bay on the 27th of September 1812

in the 74th year of his age and the 51st of his residence in this island. He was

married in the year 1774 to Elizabeth, a widow of Robert Westland, Esquire, of this

Parish with whom he lived 34 years in the greatest domestic happiness, and by whom
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he had 10 children, 6 of whom survived him. By undeviating integrity, indefatigable
industry and judicious method he attained that portion of affluence which rarely
falls to the lot of man together with the exalted station of Custos Rotulorum,
Major General of Militia and Colonel of the St. James' Regiment. His prosperity he
bore with moderation, good sense and unostentatious liberality in the circle of his
numerous family and friends. He was affectionate, cheerful and hospitable as a
husband and father, indulgent and kind and as a master (of slaves-Ed.), considerate
and human. He died beloved, lamented, and respected leaving an example truly meri-
torious and worthy of imitation. As the last tribute of filial duty, gratitude and
affection this monument is erected to the memory of one of the best of fathers by
his sons, James Samuel and George Cunningham.

On January 14th the Festival Singers, under their gifted conductor and club member,
Elmer Iseler, gave an open recital in the Great Hall. This group, about thirty-five
in number, have been performing under Elmer Iseler's direction for more than ten
years and have reached a very high level of performance. The first "number" to be
rehearsed was part of Bach's beautiful Cantata, "Singet den Herrn" and it was in-
teresting to note that at least one of the men choristers knew the whole selection
from memory. Anyone who has sung Bach's fugues will know that this is quite a feat.
By way of contrast the next selections were from "Songs of the Newfoundland Outports"
by Harry Somers. This is a delightful composition and Harry Somers has set these
folk tunes in a brilliant fashion. After a brief intermission the group sang with
great gusto "I want to write a fugue", an amusing composition by Club member Glen
Gould. Then followed some intensive work on a composition by John Beckwith called
"The Triumpets of Summer". It struck this listener that an awful lot of work was
being done for a somewhat inconsequential result, although one could not help ad-
miring the agility and accuracy of the singers.

To round off the evening the Choir sang Healey Willan's motet, "Rise up, my Love",
a beautiful rendering of one example of Healey's genius.

The selections rehearsed will form part of the Festival Singers' forthcoming Series
Concert to be given on February 15th, at the Anglican Diocesan Centre. Get your
tickets in advance - they will not be on sale on the night of the Concert.

M.G.G.

Congratulations to Clive Clark who has just been appointed an Associate of Gordon
S. Adamson and Associates. This upper echelon has been won through Clive's prom-
inence in urban renewal projects and master planning for universities as well as
many buildings throughout the province. We hope Clive will carry on as Master
Planner at the Executive level of the Club's Spring Show.

Anthony Adamson has just been appointed chairman of the Province of Ontario Council
of the Arts. He, with fellow directors, have $1,100,000. to spend annually. Line
up on the right.

* * * * *

A few weeks ago the critics in the Toronto press featured in illustrated
reviews a two-day show by Tom Hodgson. This exhibition was transferred in part to
the walls of the Arts & Letters Club. A number of paintings had been sold but the
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patrons graciously allowed them to be shown. One painting of three children

actually came right off the easel. 4

This was a provocative, fun show saved from being large gatefolds by the

dramatic combination of realism and abstraction blended with glazes, impastos and

textures; sensuous, and all agreed, well-hung.

The small drawings were in the tradition of post-Renaissance line and wash

draughtsmanship stated with twentieth century frankness.

For a few days the walls of the Great Hall were adorned with plans and

renderings of a design for an "Arts and Letters Club". All members disturbed

from their consuming of consomme should have read the Report accompanying the

panels. Their beloved Club was not in jeopardy. These plans were for a "quiet

side street in say, Ottawa" and were completed as a "design problem for a downtown

site set by the Ontario Association of Architects Registration Board". The archi-

tect is Peter Moy and his submission was so successful that Eric Arthur brought it

to Philip Clark's attention who told the Art Committee. So it's all theoretical -

back to your Art News in the Library fellow members.

Alan Collier, R.C.A., O.S.A., is now showing an exhibition of half of the

paintings he has given to his son Ian every year for twenty-two years. So they're

not for sale. More about Alan and this exquisite collection in the next issue.

J.M.

LAPP'S CORNER

I must be in love. How else could I go to hear David Ouchterlony's choir sing the

Christmas Oratorio, go home and write it up as the Mass in B minor? It's a wonder

I didn't go farther and say Edgar Allen Bach wrote it instead of John Sebastian.

However, I'll make no mistake about the concert on February 20th at 8:20 p.m. by

Nelson Dempster and his Chamber Players of Toronto, at the elegant St. Lawrence Hall

ballroom. They will play compositions by Albinini, Vivaldi, Mozart and Bach (John

Sebastian that is). For some of us it will be a chance to see the new Hall, ar-

ranged by Eric Arthur and embellished magnificently inside by Bill Howard. The ceil-

ing restored by Tom Deacon is "lovely to look at". Three times at the Saturday

Farmers' Market Eric invited me in to see it, then sped away before I could pay

the man for my sausages. I haven't seen it yet.

Herman Geiger-Torel must have been even more shocked than we were to hear the re-

port from John Kraagland that the roof of La Scala Opera House had fallen in. Don't

bother to fix it, opera lovers. I think I know where you can pick up two theatres

dirt cheap and brand new. Phone the White Elephant department, Riverdale Zoo. If

the Mayor answers hang up.

We are all greatly worried about Reg and Ruby Stewart, right in Santa Barbara

where the floods seem to be the worst. Two years ago armed only with garden hose,

they fought the brush fires from the roof of their house and won. Floods are dif-

ferent. I have tried with the help of The Telegram to trace them, but so far with

no success. If anyone has any news I hope they will let us know.

On the cover of the Royal Conservatory Bulletin there is a handsome picture of our

David Ouchterlony listing him as acting principal. What the heck do they mean

acting principal? Acting for whom? Some overstuffed and overstiffed phony from



* Ruritania, who with a proud look and a high stomach will walk in, ready to set the

whole place by the ears? Don't tell me he'll give the place an air. We've smelt

his kind before. Come on, you committees, you've been sleeping with Dave for

months. Marry the guy and make it legal. And I think you'll agree, Dr. Richard

Johnston, freezing at 50 below, in your new job as Director of the Faculty of Fine

Arts, University of Calgary.

Dr. John Wevers' third in line of succession, Harold Wevers has been studying
composition with Sam Dolin, and on March 14th journeys to Montreal to play his own
"Nocturne" for bassoon and piano before the Young Composers Society. He is now
working on a string quartette.

Weather note:- we are in for six more weeks of cold weather. On the morning of
February 2nd Philip Clark arose, saw his shadow and went back to bed again.

Kenneth Winters, my favourite music reviewer, recently in the Telegram wrote a
most enthusiastic account of Reg Godden's currently running Bach series, live and
on CBC. When a review, especially a good one, comes from Ken Winters it just has
to stick.

The delightful luncheon talk at the Club by Keith MacMillan on "There is No Canadian
Music" was a perfect essay in wit, information and well planned showmanship, en-
thusiastically conceded by all to be one of the all-time highlights of the Club. His
fascinating illustrative clips came in and went out on time just as you might expect
from a former top CBC producer, trained to cut on the split second. Much too good
for a mere luncheon, may I suggest that he be asked for a repeat on some Ladies

5 Night. Keith could quite easily become a habit, with that kind of material.

Some weeks ago Rossini's "The Turk in Italy" was given the usual Barbini and Geiger-
Torel treatment at the MacMillan Theatre, resulting as expected in a brilliant per-
formance by everyone in the show. Someone who saw the same opera recently in Italy,
said the Italian production woefully lacked the fine hand of Herman and Ernesto, at
which none of us is at all surprised.

Despite a number 2 review from what many people regard as a decidedly number 3 re-
viewer, the fifth concert of John Sidgwick's Orpheus Choir delighted the audience
with some very beautiful music. What's a slight deviation of pitch here or there?
Don't we all? Besides I remember a reviewer (No. 3, perhaps) who thought an oboe
was a flute. How far off pitch can a reviewer get? "Dixit Dominus" by Handel
with orchestra and singers was sung, played and conducted, leaving very little to
be desired. The Mozart Mass was exceptionally well performed, even if not quite
at home away from the church where all masses rightly belong. John is an excellent
conductor both choral and orchestral.

I heard Stratford with their fanatic devotion to the Arts, is giving a series of
mutilated and jazzed up Bach this summer, thus affording me another reason to stay
away. Why pick on Bach? Why not Harry Somers or Harry Friedman, alive and able to
defend themselves. I hope it is as successful as their last jazz series which was
a flop.

Next month I'll remind you of the Canadian premiere of "Ariadne ad Naxos" by Richard
Q Strauss, with Barbini conducting, and staged by guess who? Herman Geiger-Torel.

Now it's my turn to eat crow, and confess that my Evening with Laurel and Hardy was
not an unqualified success. In short, as 'Gene Butt remarked so aptly, it brought
me no Laurels. Four of us got the idea that, while Wentworth Walker was rewinding
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his reel from the first picture we could be comedians and do a funny skit. We
weren't and it wasn't. For ten minutes the air was polluted with forgotten lines,
missed cues, soggy cliches, corny ad libs; we tried desperately to save ourselves
from sinking to a record low in entertainment. We lost out on that too. Down we
went. Not even a strip tease by John Yocom could have saved us. I am grateful to
my embarrassed friends, who, with wit, intelligence, and their usual good manners,
bravely and patiently sat out the storm until the crisis blew over. Something made
me think of the woman from Boston, with her Bostonian nose high in the air, saying
to the woman from Chicago, -- "Of course, in Boston, we think breeding is everything."
The woman from Chicago breezily replied, "Well, dearie, we think it's a lot of fun
in Chicago, but it isn't everything."

H.L.

CORRESPONDENCE

Gentlemen:

Horace Lapp sits him down and writes generous reviews of his
colleagues' musical doings. On Monday, January 20th he sat himself
down at a piano and accompanied flickering shadows as only a Master
can. The occasion? The New Year dinner of the C.C.O. The shadows?
Larry Semon and then Charlie Chaplin.

Lunatic trains, domestic disasters, kisses and rain-storms,
burps, wistfulness and bravado, a company of drunks in that sweet
communion only they know, and presently that same company 'arse over
tea-kettle' and none the worse for it---all this and more our inspired
Wagner of the piano illuminated. Charlie scratches a match on his
bottom and Horace is there with a weird glissando that makes us smell
the sulphur.

There is something classical about gifts like this, and
therefore I must insist that this effusion be included in 'Lapp's
Corner' with the heading "Side-lights on Horace".

Sincerely,

Charles Peaker

P.S. When can we have an evening of Chaplin's comedies - with
H.L. at the piano? Put me down for five bucks!

C.P.

* * * * *

Frank Prendergast from his winter retreat in Arizona wrote recently upon learning
that his son Walter was addressing members at a Club luncheon:

How did the performance at AGL go? I received the card announcing it
and two other events. Too many cooks, etc., so I did not suggest that 4
any updating would in my view be hard to reconcile with the overall
nature of the thing. And in its original form it might have some
historic quality: no such thing as radio and television commercials in
those happier and, to me, not such far off days! But to present it
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now was a brave undertaking because much of its bite was dependent on the

atmosphere of 1926: the inception of bunk and bunkum, with every man worth

his salt being "in conference" any time you reached for him over the 'phone.

Christopher Morley did a parody of Kipling's Recessional which went in part:

"God of this super-salesman stuff/ beneath whose awful hand we hold dominion

over bunk and bluff/ Lord God of Sales be with us yet/ let us go get, let us

go get!"

I'll tell you some time about the call I made one evening on old Mr. Harris,

then head of Canada Metal Company to solicit his account for Universal

Institutionalization Services. With me were Will Staples and Bill McCauley,

each of whom represented one of the elaborately titled departments of UIS.

I think Bill was in charge of Materio Analyses and Inceptual Motivation, or

some such thing. I forget Will's office but it certainly sounded good. Mr.

Harris gave us buscuits and ginger ale, but not the account.

* * * * * *

THE LIBRARY

Early Canada is a rare collection of historical photographs taken by officers of the

Geological Survey of Canada, and published by the Canada Department of Energy, Mines

and Resources. The Survey has been engaged in investigations and explorations since

its formation in 1842; it used field photographs as early as the Saskatchewan Explor-

* ing Expedition of 1858. The photographs reproduced in this work range in time be-

tween 1860 (a fishing hamlet) and 1900 (the Hull-Ottawa fire). There are a number

of photographs of Eskimos and Indians, including one of a Cree named Kah-Kee-See-Koo-

Chin, identified as Canada's last cannibal.

Minimal Art is a critical anthology edited by Gregory Battcock. Rather than attempt

a summary of this book a quotation will be made. Battcock "...collected in this

volume 28 enlightening essays by both critics and artists analyzing all aspects of

the fascinating and very complex 'Minimal Art' style now in full swing in the most

advanced American painting and sculpture. Over 170 photographs are included. In

both text and pictures, therefore, this unique anthology will be indispensible to

all who wish to know more about the newest art in America."

Music In A World Of Science contains the text of the second Wm. E. Blatz Lecture

given by David Ouchterlony in the Education Centre on February 1st, 1967. It is

fitting that the Club library should have a copy of this booklet, for Dr. Blatz

was a long-time member and Dr. Ouchterlony is a past-president. The lecture on

the creation and use of the Multiple Keyboard for teaching music to children was

essentially the same as the one he gave to a very interested audience at the Club,

except that the demonstration was conducted with 12 young students instead of 12

bewildered Club members.

Other works recently on display are: Directory Of Special Collections In Canadian

Libraries; the Canadian Guild of Potters booklet entitled Canadian Ceramics '67;

two exhibition catalogues entitled Keewatin Eskimo Ceramics '67, and Nine Canadians

* (Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston).

Wentworth Walker has made an important contribution to the Library files by supplying

all the missing numbers of the Monthly Letter for the years 1944, '45 and 46. Chuck

Matthews has turned over a dozen coloured photographs from his collection; some of

these will be framed for hanging in the entrance hall. Alan and Ruth Collier have
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jointly presented a 670-page historical work entitled Commemorative Biographical
Record Of The County Of York; these biographical sketches contain a wealth of
material about the early families in York County. Marsh Jeanneret has sent a
keepsake copy of a charming Alphabet Book containing drawings of young children
on the Kettle Point Indian Reserve; the design is by Allan Fleming.

H.B.

* * * * *
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THE PLANETARIUM VISIT

About 100 members gathered together on February 28 to visit the new McLaughlin
Planetarium. The President, Jack Yocom, had laid on two TTC buses to convey mem-
bers after a somewhat earlier dinner at the Club to the Star emporium. We wereled through a maze of corridors with wonderful exhibits no doubt aimed to show our
ignorance of things celestial. Being earthy types we took to the comfortable chairs
with considerable ease. The lecture by Dr. H. King proved to be most edifying but
it was disturbed by one or two members who took the comfortable head rests a bit too
literally and were heard to snore most distractingly. As we came out of the starry

complex we all realized that we are but very small bits and pieces in the scheme of
things. What the heck!!

Another delightful luncheon divertisement was provided by the Entertainment Com-mittee on February 17 when Ken Jarvis sang a selection of Schubert lieder with his
usual consummate artistry. There was a good attendance of members who enjoyed this
brief respite from commercialism. Philip Clark introduced Ken, although we all
know he's a big wig at Osgoode Hall. Keith Bissell, in thanking Ken for his songs,
praised David Franco the accompanist, explaining that Schubert requires the utmost
ability in this direction.

It is with great pleasure that we salute and honour Don Sutherland and Pat Meany
on their election as Directors of The Macmillan Company of Canada Limited.

* * * * a

Keith MacMillan calls us gently to task for permitting the title of his talk to
the Club on January 5 to be shown as "There is no Canadian Music". The talk act-
ually was "A Canadian Music - There Isn't One". A world of difference!
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If you haven't stepped inside the Club lately, (and many members haven't) you will
notice - if you do come, a new drapery in the lounge. This was designed by A. A.

SMacdonald and is described below. John Downton, a Club member, tells us that he
and his partner A.A. Macdonald, are in the process of forming a company to be known
as Weston Fabrics of Canada Limited to commit to the textile business some of the
exciting moments of Canadian history.

A design based on some of the early buildings, and costumes of the area
now known as Southern Ontario in Canada.

At the top left side of the design is the Old Gooderham windmill that, in
the 1830 era, was the prominent feature of the Toronto waterfront.

The next building is the Matthew Elliot house built in 1784 on the Detroit
River near Amherstburg. Elliot was a trader with the Indians who later be-
came a Superintendent of the Indian Department. This is possibly the oldest
house still standing in Ontario.

The King's Head Inn at Burlington was burnt down before the beginning of the
twentieth century. The date on its ancient signboard shows the year 1794
and it is probable that the men who fought the Battle of Stoney Creek re-
ceived refreshment at this Inn.

Next is the law office of Sir John A. Macdonald. This still stands on
Clarence Street in Kingston. In front of the building may be seen Sir John
asking a young friend of his if she would care to have dinner that night.

Finally there is a small post office such as is seen on the streets of many
Ssmall Ontario towns.

At the station is the first engine built in Ontario, at James Good's shop
on Queen St. in Toronto. Its first trip was to Aurora in 1853.

All the costumes are of a vintage of 1820 to 1870 as is the luggage and
the standard lamps. The carriage on the left is circa 1860.

Whether there is any significance in it or not Club-wise (as the Americans put it),
George Hulme informs us that on February 12th his son George appeared on television
as goal tender for the St. Catharines Junior A Black Hawks (hockey, that is). On
the same evening Dinah Christie, Bob Christie's daughter, appeared as one of the
guests on the Merv Griffin Show. All this from one who appears every Thursday morn-
ing on the Uncle Bobby Show - and has done for seven years.

THE ART OF FILM MUSIC

Music for the films, a sub-art form of musical literature too often taken for
granted, was informatively and interestingly demonstrated for members, wives and
guests at the February 5 Ladies' Night. Club member Dr. William A. McCauley
Director of Music for the O'Keefe Centre as well as holding a similar post at York
University, gave a presentation with tapes, film clips and scores of compositions
and arrangements that he had created in this specialized field over the past fifteen
years.
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The Art of Film Music cont'd

The exacting practical demands of cueing themes to the mathematically exact ·
frames of a movie film, the importance of "coloring" to suit the mood of the
screen action, the necessity of composing music with value in its own artistic
terms aside from its function to elaborate the visual -- all were explained by
"Bill" McCauley. His remarks, taped illustrations, film excerpts and piano per-
formances of some of his own numbers delighted the audience.

Of particular interest were the scores for the award-winning films on
"Saskatchewan" and the Imperial Oil Head Office lobby mural. These were produced
by Crawley Films, when Bill was musical director there in the '50's and early '60's.
Many members have become acquainted with the massive mural inspired by the oil
industry, which was painted by club member York Wilson. The film music by Bill
McCauley and the movie treatment by Crawley's gave York's work -- which is sugges-
tive of both the mystery, practicality, and modernity of hydrocarbon energy -- an
added dimension.

J.Y.

The Club is now affiliated with the Chelsea Arts Club of London, England
which was founded in 1891 by a group of artists among whom were such men
as James McNeil Whistler, Frank Brangwyn and George Clausen. There are
facilities for lunch and dinner and limited bedroom accommodation located
in the midst of Chelsea with spacious gardens. The Club should appeal to
our travelling members. The address is 143 Old Church Street, London S.W.3. ·

LAPP'S CORNER

This halo glowing above my Byronic brow is not paste, it's for real. Last month
I visited six churches and am delighted to report that John Sidgwick, Charles
Peaker, David Ouchterlony and Lloyd Bradshaw are upholding their tradition of
beautiful church music for choir and organ. I missed Healey Willan very much at
St. Mary's. The other church I found not connected to the Club. Barbarians.
I ignored them.

The time has come to unmask one of my spies. Meredith Glassco is the "M.G." who
wrote the excellent review of Elmer Eiseler's concert in last month's issue.

Reg. and Ruby Stewart, in the flood ridden area of Santa Barbara, are alive and
well, having escaped the floods. As soon as I knew they were all right that
crazy cartoon from the New Yorker about Mrs. X sweeping down the river accompanied
on the piano by her husband came into my mind, but floated right out again as I
pictured them watching the houses of their friends being swept away. Now, it
seems, thanks to the cupidity of some United States Government official, the
whole area is enduring an ordeal by oil from offshore, millions of gallons of it.

My thanks to Charles Peaker for sending in that lovely letter about me. "Praise
from Sir Hubert Stanley is praise indeed." but I say praise from Dr. Charles Peaker W
is much better indeed.

It wasn't easy but I endured a new opera, Hamlet (hippy style) at the MacMillan
Theatre last week. I made a few notes on the cuff just to remind me never to see
it again.
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Lapp's Corner cont'd

0 Scenery: Skeleton of abandoned Japanese joss house, No josses.

Lantern slides: Ugh! Hamlet's Pa the spittin' image of Santa Claus.

Singing: Excellent. Very enjoyable.

Music: What music (use your own punctuation.)

Acting: What acting (use your own punctuation.)

Costumes: Zippers, miles of them with cloth in between.

Queen's costume: Annie Oakley sans gun.
King's costume: Annie Oakley sans gun.

Courtiers: Teenagers. Fugitives from Chargex. Zippers.

Last scene: Hilarious corn. Much applause and loud flipper-work from many seals

present. Much blood. Everybody dead two acts too late.

Herman Geiger-Torel and Ernesto Barbini apparently not guilty of this epic.

Comment from customer ahead "Grant from the Canada Council eh? They should walk

over and whiff this turkey."

Dr. Charles Peaker is presenting at St. Paul's two Lenten Recitals on March 22nd

and 29th. Charles' recitals are always packed with people and the reason is not

too obscure. They are at 4 o'clock. Go and ye shall not be sorry.

The noon recitals at the Royal Conservatory are brilliant this year.

The little joke I made last month about my lifelong friend Phil Clark was my own

invention, so I thought. Last night I was severely deflated by hearing it on the

Dean Martin show.

Greeted Jim Westaway and Meredith Glassco at the Symphony last week. Hope they
liked it. I wasn't swept away. Maybe Frank Fusco or Harold Sumberg can tell us

what conductor has been cooling down the brass and flute sections. Almost rooty-
too, 1914. Stiff and unblending. The Brahms No. 4 was icebergish. Even my left
leg went to sleep. Hurried out and banged it on a hydrant.

Watch for Ariadne ad Naxos by Richard Strauss with Barbini conducting. I believe
it is a Canadian Premiere. Promises to be an excitement. MacMillan Theatre.

A letter from a reader (and a very charming fellow) complains that I spelt Krag-
lund with two A's. O.K. I tetract. If he thinks John's reviews merit only one

A, who am I to argue? I know a lot of people who would be generous enough to

give him a Z.

Mavor Moore, in an interview with Robert Fulford on CBC a few nights ago, gave out

some exciting new thoughts on the new St. Lawrence Centre Theatre. Such things

as a resident repertory company, Canadian Plays, Canadian Music of all kinds, in
short Canadian Entertainment. Bravo Mavor!

After Mavor, Mr. Fulford, somewhat tongue in cheeky, interviewed several grantees
from the Canada Council. Very illuminating. Mostly men and painters. All but a
few packing the missus and scads of progeny to go away with them to foreign warm
climes to pep up their talent. One recipient said he was going to India to paint
poverty. Poverty? Just as I got on the phone to invite him out to paint me in

| my ragged tweed suit abjectly wolfing a can of caviar before the eyes of my starving
children I went to sleep and a masterpiece was lost to the art world. Soon I am

going to try for a trip to Port Credit for a post graduate course in contemporary
horseshoeing.

H.L.
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CORRESPONDENCE

Bill Duthie writes relative to the Laurel and Hardy evening - "The intent of the
performance was quite clear to anyone who has seen a movie being made. How they
bring off good ones is hard to understand, but this seemed to me pretty faithful
to what is done. The constant repetition of falls, etc. which I thought were well
done, simply re-enacted the technique of the Laurel and Hardy films and today's
television. If it gets a laugh once, repeat it several times. The young ladies
never have anything to do in the L. and H. films except stand around and this again
was the situation with our guest actress . . . ."

Loren Oxley has been elected Chairman of the Toronto Planning Board - a position
that must invite the utmost in frustation!

Your amanuensis records three of the recent significant art events at the
A. & L. The Director of The Art Gallery of Ontario gave a crisp, clear noonday
address on February llth. William Withrow told of some of the projects the
Gallery was embarking upon and shared some of his ideals with us. Lack of funds,
that albatross hanging about the nect of art, haunts his organization even as it
does your Club. A recent O.C.A. graduate in attendance summed up his talk as
"progressive and well worthwhile".

Ladies Night with Alan Collier, R.C.A., O.S.A. lived up to the expectations
of a record turnout. He could fill O'Keefe Centre without difficulty. He is a
master of the arts of painting and photography and keeps them separate. Nobody
can match Alan for extemporaneous, expository speaking. He can also deliver more
soft-sell commercials in an hour than any F.M. radio. He showed how he had in-
terpreted nature in his landscape painting. He creates strong compositions and
mood and colour, often out of the most unpromising material. One screen showed
photos of the paintings and another screen locales in photographic slides. All
were stunning. A splendid session warmed by his personality although the Hall
was chilly due to an errant heating system.

Those of you who have tried your hand at watercolours will particularly
appreciate the skills displayed in the current exhibition: "Four Watercolourists
plus One". The one is Yvon Doucet in the Lounge with exploratory paintings of
great brilliance and design in lithographic inks and his own media. These show
his knowledge of technique acquired in the graphic arts following Art College
and years of painting in such studios as Charlie Comfort's.

In the Lamps Room, George Foord is represented by local and tropical scenes
showing a delight in the medium and in his surroundings. He is on the Faculty
of The Ontario College of Art.

In the Great Hall, Eric Heathcote gives us glimpses of some of his painting
expeditions since he retired as Art Director of Eaton's. Formerly Major in charge
of overseas war art for the Army he has been an excellent watercolourist for years.
Gordon Peters, O.S.A., C.S.P.W.C., A.W.S., one of only two Canadians a member of
the American Society of Watercolourists, is now painting full-time. He shows
several of his landscapes expressed in flowing washes and quick calligraphic detail
that are highly individualistic.

Oswald Schenk, a Past-President of the Art Directors Club and Executive Art
Director of Cockfield Brown, powerfully expresses his love of the sea and all things
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nautical. He captures moods ranging from tranquil to turbulent in paintings of
superb brilliance. Altogether a fine show and we commend it to you.

* J.M.

OBITUARY

FRANK L. STARR

Merry of heart, at times pensive of mien, and kindly in all his ways, Frank
Starr enjoyed the Club and contributed much to others' enjoyment of it. We rem-
ember his mock British lion's roar and professional stage presence at Spring Shows,
his clear and tutored tenor in chorus and quartet, his excellence in our Christmas
music, his work on the Executive Committee these last two years. Frank was not a
half-measure man; during his eight years with us he was an enthusiastic, not merely
a conscientious, member.

Frank had a generous instinct for friendship. The large congregation at the
funeral service on February 28, its diversity in age and attainments, attested the
catholicity of his interests and the affection in which was widely held. A dozen
members of the Club attended the service at Grace Church-on-the-Hill; four were
pallbearers.

Frank had had warnings concerning his heart, but when he slumped over at the
* flower show at the O'Keefe Centre the end was poignantly soon for this man of

middle years who 'did justly and loved mercy, and walked humbly with his God'.

After service overseas with the RCAF, Frank studied voice in England and
Canada, but became (il faut manger) a travel agent, and a successful one. His
avocation remained music. He was long a soloist with the choir of Grace Church-
on-the-Hill, and an original member of the Festival Singers. Only last summer he
left the ranks of the singers to become the choir's manager. Thus he was doing
two jobs, for he continued part-time in the travel agency.

The service at the church was exquisitely fitting, and of surpassing beauty.
The sun streamed into the chancel. The simple and profound Anglican liturgy for
the burial of the dead was unaffectedly enunciated by the rector. And the Festival
Singers, wishing to give an ave atque vale to their cherished associate, were in
the gallery. Under Elmer Iseler's direction they sang at intervals the Kyrie
from Willan's Mass No. 5, Ave Regina by Peter Philips and 0 Lord the Maker of All
Things, by Mundy.

Our sympathy goes out to the widow, the cellist Mary Oxley Starr, and to the
two young children.

T.J.A.

MARIUS BARBEAU

Marius Barbeau, although not a member of the Club, contributed greatly to the
Arts in Canada. A devoted student of the primitive arts of the West Coast Indians,



he has recorded folklore with the assistance of Sir Ernest MacMillan. He visited
the Club on many occasions and is represented in our Library.

EDMUND MURTON WALKER

Professor of Zoology, University of Toronto, Honorary Curator of Entymology,
Royal Ontario Museum, Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada, a former member of the
Club died recently.

He was an active member of the Club for many years and was a painter of note.
His father Sir Edmund Walker was a bastion of strength to the Arts in the early
nineteen hundreds.

THE LIBRARY

A slim but attractive book, now on the New Additions shelf, bears the title
Tom Thomson. It is by the late Miss Blodwen Davies and contains a forward by
A.Y. Jackson and sketches by Arthur Lismer. The book is the Centennial Project of
the Mitchell Press Ltd. of Vancouver.

Vol. 2 of A Dictionary Of Canadian Artists has now appeared. Compiled by Colin S.
MacDonald, this useful reference work provides information on artists from G
(Gaboriau) to J (Jackson).

The Selected Poems Of E.J. Pratt was published as a paperback book in 1968 by The
MacMillan Company of Canada. It was edited by Peter Buitenhuis and contains his
introduction, bibliography and notes.

Eric Heathcote has given to the library a fine volume published by The Bodley
Head Limited in 1922. It is entitled The Pageant Of Venice and contains text by
Edward Hutton and illustrations by Frank Brangwyn.

H.B.

SPRING REVIEW April 28 - May 3

AD NAUSEUM

A spoof on the Advertising Profession(?)

HELPERS WANTED

Job openings for Hammerers, Scene Painters, Behind the Scene Operators

A thousand and one jobs available to Enthusiastic Club Members

Rub shoulders with the Aristocracy or just plebians like yourself.

SEE

ROLY PINCOE
Master in Chief of the Club Revels

This is no spoof -- a real appeal.

-U Ih ~



EDITOR: John A. M. Galilee Telephone 222-4108

Correspondence and news items always welcomed

March 1969

Arnold Edinborough was the luncheon speaker on Wednesday March 26th. His
subject was "The Lingering Influence of the Empire". Drawing from his rich ex-
perience gained through wide travel he told many stories to support his theme.
He recited part of Newbolt's Vitae Lampada which contains the refrain "Play up
and play the game" to illustrate the spirit of British dependability. Bill Swinton* thanked Arnold on behalf of a large audience.

Luncheon speakers we were unable to cover were Prof. Eli Mandel (highly
spoken of) and Douglas Tushingham of the ROM, the former on April 1st, the latter

** ***

On Monday March 17th none other than our friend and philosopher Patrick Meany
regaled the luncheon crowd with Irish stories and, for those who never put foot in
Ireland, a delightful preview of the feast to come. It was a charming interlude in
the day's activities. He was introduced by John Irwin (with a few Irish stories up
his sleeves) and thanked by John Yocom. Pat's quiet under-sell endeared him to us

all.

Alan Collier's recent show at Roberts Gallery brought out a large number of lucky
purchasers. However, Alan was delighted with the review of the show by the Globe

SMail art critic Kay Kritzwiser, who wrote golden prose in its praise. She gave

Aelan "a good 30 years to go befor he e asses A. Ym. Jackson's 87 yearms, hei is harde

oan that Canadian veteran's mileage mark".* * *

A re-run of the CBC documentary "Was Tom Thomson Murdered?" brought out a large
crowd on March 18th. Chuck Matthews showed many of his unique pictures of the
"Tom Thomson Country" which greatly complemented the CBC offering. A. Y. Jackson,
acccompanied by the McMichaels of Kleinburg, received a well deserved ovation.
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Altogether, the evening showed the part the Club played in its early days. Surely

the memories of the active participation in the Club's activities must act as an

inspiration to present members to do likewise.

* * * * *

Nelson Dempster, cellist par excellence, performed most acceptably at the

March 10th luncheon. He played KOL NOREI by Max Brack and the first two movements

of the Sonata for 'cello and piano by Dimitri Shostakovich. Miss Shirley Morrison

played the somewhat exacting piano accompaniment with distinction. Meredith Glassco

introduced the artist and Ian Cameron expressed the thanks of the Club for a delight-

ful noon concert.

Ernie Gaulay, non-resident member of Fort Worth, Florida writes to the Editor

(an old friend)

"I've wanted to tell you that the Monthly Letters have brought me nostalgic

pleasure over the years, only dimmed by the all-too-frequent punctuation of

obits that record the passing of men I admired in that long-ago when I could

attend Club luncheons and functions. Alas! it has been my bad fortune that

not once in 21 years have I been privileged to set foot in the hallowed hall

at 14 Elm. I have missed it much."

Here is a letter received by the Treasurer in response to the assessment of $25.00:

"Your recent appeal for contributions moved me to translate into action

an idea I have been turning over in my mind for the past thirty odd

years. I have been thinking of donating $100.00 to the A & L Club to

make up for my meagre talents in terms of the arts and letters.

"Yes, Yes, I know what you are thinking -- a paltry $100.00 when Philip

gives that much every week in terms of his professional services, and

so many others, over the years, have given thousands of dollars in the

same terms. But give me time. I have already upped it to $200.00 which
I now enclose. Who knows, perhaps after I have recovered from the shock

of parting with the first $200.00 it may become a habit.

A member who came into the

AGL through the back door. "

Wednesday Evening, March 12, 1969

It was a great pleasure to introduce Walter B. Bowker to the members and their

wives who attended his illustrated lecture on Architecture and the Allied Arts.

For those who were not able to be present and who don't already know it,

Walter was born in Lancashire but came to Canada at an early age and settled (tem-

porarily) in Calgary. He began his career as a newspaper man in Ottawa in 1930.

Walter's military service included the post of adjutant of the Governor General's

Foot Guards and staff officer at Brigade, Division and Corps levels. On returning
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to civilian life he joined the staff of the National Film Board as Chief Liaison

Officer from whence he was loaned to the National Capital Commission as a publicist

S of the National Capital plan. During an eleven year period with the N.C.C. he pro-

duced two films, a variety of articles and publications, and toured Canada giving

illustrated lectures. In 1959 he became the first Managing Editor of the Journal

of the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada which he continues to serve under its

new title Architecture Canada. His office, which functions under the Publications

Board of the R.A.I.C., also publishes an informative directory, the Architecture

Directory Annual, and has produced two volumes of the R.A.I.C. Allied Arts Catalogue.

This Catalogue shows pictures of the work of various artists who are allied to

architecture and its purpose is to publicize promising artists and to show the new

directions which they are following.

Walter's lecture was in a sense an extension of this last publication. The

slides which he showed us were a coast-to-coast selection and showed the work of

allied artists incorporated in or beside the buildings which they enhanced. We

were delighted to see some very interesting art work in the interiors of the new

Ontario Government building at Wellesley and Bay which most of us didn't know

existed (the art work that is).

Eric Heathcote, whose water colours formed part of the fascinating show on

the walls of the hall, thanked Walter for his lecture. Eric undoubtedly spoke

for all present in saying how uniquely interesting the evening had been. Thanks

again Walter!

N.H.M.

Nothing less than a shambles was the March 29th Club Dinner when an irksome

bit of business re Club fees was mixed with an attempted talk on an architectural

subject by Dr. Howarth. After prolonged discussion on business matters there was

the speaker of the evening but he declined to give us his prepared talk on the

eminent Scottish architect Charles Rennie Mackintosh in spite of a spirited intro-

duction by Bill Howard. You just cannot mix business with pleasure.

The talk was given at the Ladies Night on April 9th, before a large number of

members.

Hunter Bishop's Library Notes do not appear this month. He went to the

Caribbean for a holiday recently but spent much of the time in a hospital. He has

now returned and will be with us in a week or so. We wish him every good wish and

a speedy recovery.

LAPP'S CORNER

A long overdue Canadian premiere,"Ariadne ad Naxos", beautiful and brilliant,

arrived at the MacMillan Theatre on March 26 for an all too short run. When

questioned as to why she was so long in making her debut, she frankly stated that

W she was awaiting the pleasure of Herman Geiger-Torel and Ernesto Barbini. Appar-

ently she would not entrust the beautiful music of Strauss and intricate staging

to anyone else. The staging was superb and Ernesto, leading that orchestra of

teenagers, was magnificent. It was a delightful change to see fifty young people
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who could take orders from someone else beside the voice of subversion. The scenery

designed by Murray Laufer was so beautiful that even York Wilson was impressed.

The singing was something ecstatic. Some of the principals were pupils of Vinci,

Ernesto that is, not Leonardo da.

An excellent photograph of Sir Ernest MacMillan is reproduced on the cover of

"The Composer", a CAPAC publication. Ernest is retiring after 22 brilliant years

as president of CAPAC. Inside was an excellent article and a touching farewell

tribute to one who has done so much for Canadian musicians.

Bloor Street United Church, famous for many years under the musical guidance

of Fred Silvester, was again the scene of an excellent performance of Bach's

"Passion According to St. Matthew". The Reverend Donald Gillies stepped from his

role as assistant minister to conduct the chorus, a string orchestra, soloists,

harpsichord and organ. The church was filled and all agreed that it was a fine

musical experience that should be repeated next year.

May 27 there will be a special morning service at St. Clement's Anglican

Church at 11 a.m. John Sidgwick will present the Pachelbel Contata, Christ Lay

In Death's Dark Prison, with choir, soloists, strings, wind and continuo.

Hector Berlioz, Elmer Eiseler, 350 singers (351, counting the soloist Leopold

Simone), 4 brass bands, and the Toronto Symphony Orchestra, united in overwhelming

a packed Varsity Arena with Berlioz' powerful and gigantic Requiem. On account of

its immensity it is a seldom heard work. We were a little restive during the open-

ing seven minutes inconclusive rambling. Then, suddenly, that horde of mourners

in a tremendous fortissimo, egged on by Hector and Elmer hit us with everything

they could hurl. I went into shock from which I did not recover until confronted

with my poached egg on toast the next morning. After the show I vaguely remember

muttering some nonsense to Keith and Claude Bissell and something even sillier to

Eric Arthur but what it was escapes me, thank Heaven.

Easter weekend found .me at my occasional pasttime of church hopping. I started

off with a beautiful service conducted by Dr. Lawson on Good Friday. David

Ouchterlony played the organ as usual, beautifully.

Easter Sunday morning Dave conducted the choir in an anthem by Healey Willan

"Rise up, rise up, My Fair One".

John Sidgwick's choir was out in full force and the whole service was very

inspiring.

Heard half of the service at Bloor Street United, with Don Gillies playing

the organ. "Handel Looks at the Cross", a title conceived by Dr. Charles Peaker

at St. Paul's Anglican was beautifully portrayed by the choir, soloists and organ.

The church was packed to overflowing and the sound was magnificent. Harry Maude's

voice, as usual, came out full and clear in that big church as he sang several

recitatives, and the mighty "Trumpet Shall Sound".

Does anyone in the Club know where I can locate two unattached girl robins?

I have two frantically lonesome bachelors in my trees singing their heads off for

their girlfriends, stalled somewhere between Mimico and Miami. Their programme

is getting a bit monotonous and if the girls don't come soon I'll have to start

the boys on "I hear you calling me" or Schubert's "Serenade". The food is good

here, we have the fattest lawn worms anywhere, with an excellent view of the

pollution in Lake Ontario. Please phone fast.

H. L.
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SArthur Lismer

1885 - 1969

We have little to add to A.Y. Jackson's fine tribute to the life and work of

Arthur Lismer. During the past year it has been our privilege to delve into the

archives of the Club, so carefully preserved by Hunter Bishop, we found that Lismer

joined the Club in 1911 shortly after he arrived from England. He entered whole-

heartedly into the activities of the Club as actor, writer, artist and even scene

shifter. As Jackson has pointed out, Lismer's pencil was always ready for a chal-

lenge. He sketched fellow members at the dining table - even on serviettes. The

Club has many of these sketches but there must be hundreds in attics. Lismer was

certainly a compleat member. We honour him and regret his passing.

A tribute by A. Y. Jackson

When I last saw Arthur Lismer in Montreal, he had just concluded his teaching

career, and after 27 years was leaving the Art Centre School at the Museum of Fine

Art. We walked down Sherbrooke Street and went into Eaton's to see an exhibition

of paintings, and there, among the pictures, was a card which said Arthur Lismer

had won first prize. This helped cheer him a little from the sadness he felt at

leaving the school.

He was a remarkable draftsman and dashed off drawings of those around him in

a matter of seconds. There are probably hundreds of these around which he gave

to anyone who liked them. He did drawings of himself and fellow artists, usually

with a touch of humor. Typical, is a drawing in the McMichael Collection in

Kleinburg called "Knockers Table". It is amusing, but not malicious, as his

drawings never were. This drawing was made at the Arts and Letters Club, probably

around 1920, and depicts the newspaper critics of the day.* I remember too, the

more serious drawing of his wife and daughter Marjorie, at Ste. Famille.

I also recall a very serious discussion among Lawren Harris, Fred Housser

and Bert Brooker on Theosophy and Yogi. Lismer remarked that the plural of "Yogi"

was "You Guys".

In the Arts and Letters Club there is a portrait of every Past President, and

among those is a very vigorous one of J.E.H. MacDonald with the words "By Acclama-

tion Pres." and it typifies the spirit he could capture.

In 1914, Lismer went to Canoe Lake with Tom Thomson. It was Lismer who made

Thomson realize that he had creative qualities and talent that he hadn't been aware

of, and the potential to be a great artist.

Lismer's Georgian Bay and Algoma paintings are alive and sparking with life,

and are a major contribution to Canadian art.

* Lismer was an enthusiastic Canadian, a great artist and a great teacher of

art. He was a witty, well-informed lecturer. No one to my knowledge in Europe,

0 < t V
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America or anywhere has had more influence on methods of teaching art. After he

left the Art Gallery of Toronto where he began his children's art classes each

Saturday morning, he lectured at Columbia University and then went to Africa and

Europe to show his methods to art schools.

During the past year, I have talked with hundreds of people visiting Klein-

burg who had taken art lessons from Arthur Lismer earlier in their lives. 
He

was a great artist, but he would prefer to be remembered as a great teacher of

art.

*This drawing was presented to the McMichael Conservation Collection by the

Arts and Letters Club in 1967.
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ANNUAL MEETING - MAY 28th 1969

Peace, peace, peace - such was the atmosphere that prevailed at the 61st

Annual Meeting held on one of the hottest May evenings of living memory. The

1968-69 Executive Committee could do no wrong. There were standing ovations for

President Yocom when he delivered his final address - his swan song. There was

another and even a wilder acclaim for Bill Swinton when he described the kind of

Club he will now lead for the next two years. Jack Yocom's finale is reproduced

here, but Bill Swinton's which just flowed from his silver tongue will be avail-

able in September. It will have more impact at the beginning of the 1969-70

season.

RETIRING PRESIDENT'S REMARKS

Gentlemen, I suppose on some occasions a retiring president is entitled to

feel as forlorn and neglected as Whistler's father - a person who never made

"Who's Who" but was sure to be in "Who's Through".

Such is not the case tonight. I assure you, I am going to feel neither

forlorn nor neglected - nor through, providing you can stand another ex-president

hanging around.

I confess that the experience has been more exciting, more rewarding, and

more demanding than what I anticipated two years ago.

May I tell you why?

It's been more exciting than anticipated because of the awareness of the

traditions and, even more, of the potential that one comes to see in this won-

derful institution and home.

It's been more rewarding than anticipated, because I've had day-by-day,

first-hand evidence of the dedication, energy, spirit and friendship of fellow

members and particularly of the executive committee, which for me have been most

generous and thoughtful.

It's been more demanding than anticipated because of three factors: Time,

Money and Organization.
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Let me touch on each of those for a moment.

First, Time -- I do not mean any one person's time -- yours or mine -- which
may be available for club attendance in the face of competing time demands.
Rather, I'm referring to the entire business of simply having enough time not
only to carry on traditions but to plan innovations; time to continue operations
as usual and time to experiment.

There's no easy solution. The best practical approach is the one your ex-
ecutive has been attempting to follow: namely, map out a well-considered program,
load it with as much substance, variety and participation that Time will allow -
and go ahead!

The second surprisingly demanding factor -- surprising to me, at least --
was Money. We seem always to be facing a money gap, despite the very best
counsel and management of our Treasurer, the Finance Committee, the Executive
Committee and knowledgeable members. There is a Money gap between what we dream
of, or what we suggest, or what we would like to do and provide; and what we can
realistically afford. There is another Money gap between what each of us as
members is offered by the Club -- in luncheons, in monthly dinners, evening
meetings, shows and entertainment; yes, even in membership per se - and what we
are modestly called on to pay.

Here again there is no easy answer. The two gaps are not necessarily re-lated. Ordinary linear, economic solutions -- like raising prices or cutting
back on the offering -- are difficult to apply and inadequate anyway. Money is
a problem, but let's not make it a preoccupation! I am sure we'll manage somehow.

The third demand is Organization. Compared to most other clubs, ours has
indeed a unique raison d'etre -- part creative/part social, part participative/
part sharing, all encompassed within a relevancy of common interests in LAMPS:
literature, art and architecture, music, painting and sculpture. An ordinary
club's organization and methodology -- with every function routinely pigeonholed
and repeated year after year, and every committee the administrative copy of
every other -- simply would not work in the Arts and Letters Club. So we meet
the Organization problem often with some unorthodox procedures, as each year
makes some new demands.

Last Fall we had an evening meeting during which a panel diagnosed the
state of the club's health, took its pulse and temperature, prescribed some
medicine and even suggested a little surgery. It was a good clinic, as clinics
go, -- and useful to the executive in plans for the year, after a formal review
later of the ideas.

I thought at the time that if a stranger had come in that September night
and heard those club doctors he would have figured the patient was already a
"goner". I would have liked it if some of the healthy and virile behavior of
the 6 1-year-old youngster - - some of the things you'll hear in reports tonight
and have heard at other gatherings, all reflecting the on-going quality and
varied expression of Club life -- had also been as diligently expounded as the
gloom-and-doom.

Anyway, we did review those prescriptions. Some we've tried to implement.Others were rejected or deferred for following executives.

Like everything else these days, our big challenge is responding to change
and then managing change. For an organization like ours, managing change --
with just the right degree of commitment while keeping the options open -- can
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be quite a chore. It requires the understanding, help, constructive advice

and cooperation of every single member.

Now, I've but one more comment to make and I'll be through. Your new

executive is clearly an excellent choice.

In Dr. Bill Swinton you could not have picked a better man for president.

He is a distinguished scholar, a clear thinker and outspoken advocate, a man

with ideas and determination, a member devoted to this Club, and a great and

helpful friend -- as I have continually found during my term of office. I give

Bill my very best wishes.

In John Irwin, as vice-president, you have a long-time member who, to my

mind, is the prototype executive for an arts and letters club -- a 1969 renais-

sance man, a member with a proven record of wide and deep involvement in Club

activities, a man of many parts, a man for all seasons; a top-notch administrator

with a love for people who in turn love the arts and the congenial life.

Philip and Fred are the Old Faithfuls that keep the home fires burning.

Philip serves the Club day after day -- without exception. We are so lucky that

both will continue on the executive. My personal thanks to them both!

The other members of the new executive will lend old wisdom and new muscle.

Incidentally, Thomas a Kempis, the 15th Century intellectual, had some sage ad-

vice for all executive committees, when he said: "Be not angry that you cannot

make others as you wish them to be, since you cannot make yourself as you wish

to be."

My thanks now to last year's executive and committee members and willing

workers -- so many, so many: Elmer, John Morrow, Roly, Bill Shelden, Eric,

Pat Hume, Dick, Clive, Ron, Mike Milne, Horace, Keith, John Galilee, Randy,

Ed, Hunter, Al, Frank, Pat Meany, and of course, Yvon -- and of course, the

Schmedemanns!

I guess that completes the Swan Song -- any longer song and the dying swan

will be laying an egg!

The first event was the singing of Healey Willan's Constitution by the Club Choir

under the direction of Keith Bissell, with Harry Maude, soloist. This performance

was one of the best we have heard in a good many years. It met with the enthus-

iastic approval of the large audience.

Older members - Edgar Stone, Chuck Matthews, Ralph Eden-Smith and H. M. Blake -

were recognized by the President.

Bill Swinton read the names of members who had died during the past year. He

prefaced the list by saying, "Let us remember these A & L members who in their

time contributed much to make the Club a joyous place:

-- Charles Band Arthur Lismer -- Victor Moorhouse

,-Raymond Card .-George McMurtrie ,-A. Scott Carter

-- Arnott Craick .- Rev. F. S. Moore Percy Schutte

>-Fred Finlay ,-Ettore Mazzoleni -Oz Stacey

Richard Hodgson ,Paul Pratt Frank Starr
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The Nominations for Officers and Executive Committee went through without

a murmur. Names are not shown here because the list has previously been sent to

members.

Then followed committee reports. There was general acceptance of these and

due credit for outstanding service and performance of Pat Hume and Sid Johnson.

In fact the Entertainment Committee report was sung by Bill Shelden, words by

Sid Johnson. The Christmas Dinner report by Michael Milne disclosed the fact

that 60 members participated. Clive Clark also reported on Entertainment.

Elmer Phillips, in absentia, was highly praised for his energy in obtaining

speakers for luncheon and evening affairs. Dick Blue was happy to state that

there had been no major repairs to be charged to the House Committee. John

Galilee read Hunter Bishop's Library report. (Hunter is recuperating from an

illness that laid him low in the Caribbean.) John Galilee read brief reports
on The Monthly Letter and The Anniversary Book. In connection with the latter

Lew Hartley and Yvon Doucet offered to supply technical assistance in the

graphics department. The membership committee report was read by John Irwin.
This follows:

First a few statistics . . .

Club membership today is 515. One year ago 519. We elected 44 members

during the past 12 months. We lost 48 -- 15 through death, 26 through
resignation and 7 for failure to pay their dues.

The breakdown of membership is: 10 honorary members; 24 life members;

236 professionals; 163 non-professionals; and 81 non-resident members.

The ratio of pros to non-pros - 60-40 - remains the same as last year.

So statistics reveal little change.

But take a look at the new members! The 44 gentlemen elected during

the past 12 months have an astonishing variety of backgrounds- but one

common interest: the joy of belonging to the Arts & Letters Club.

Note the professions of the new members:

Actor -- author -- architect -- artist.

Barrister -- bookseller -- broadcaster -- builder --

business executive.
Chartered accountant -- civil servant -- clegyman -- composer.

Diplomat.

Interior design consultant -- investment dealer.

Journalist.
Lawyer -- lecturer.

Mathematical author -- musician.

Novelist.
Organist and choirmaster.
Painter -- pianist -- physician -- photographer -- public relations --

publisher.
Real estate agent -- salesman -- TV news editor -- writer.

And consider this equally important point: the impressive array of talent

revealed in notations in that part of the application form that calls

for additional information on nominee.

Here are but a few examples: violin maker; authority on medieval English
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history; Fellow of the Royal Horticultural Society; Member of the Order
of Canada; owner of one of the largest collections of works of Bertrand
Russell; a civil engineer by profession but also an assistant church
organist; a tenor soloist; a co-builder of the first computer in Europe;
and so on.

More impressive perhaps is the accent on younger people. The average age
of these 44 new members is 41. They'll be around to help celebrate the
Club's 100th Birthday.

Finally, these 44 new members were sponsored by 88 Club members, and, by
actual count, were supported by 340 other members.

This proves that lively, active membership is the concern of many -- as
it must continue to be.

We are certainly interested in enlarging our membership, but not for the
mere sake of members. We are even more interested in the qualitative side
of membership growth.

We think the Membership Committee has followed a proper emphasis on these
two aspects in the past year.

We also think that the entire membership should share in these continuing
goals of the Membership Committee.

The future of the Arts & Letters Club makes it mandatory.

* * *

Then came the Financial Report read by Philip Clark. The full story of the
Club's finances was made easier to understand because four pages of statistics
were passed around. Who can argue with a statistic? Anyway, Philip got the
message across that if we do not use the luncheon facilities of the Club enough
we are bound to go in the hole. The financial report got unanimous approval.

There remained but one more item of business and that was the installation of
the new President, Dr. W. E. Swinton. In spite of the extreme heat Bill looked
most regal in his cloak and chains of office. He then delivered his acceptance
speech, which, as mentioned earlier, will be distributed later.

* * * * *

The 1969 Arts & Letters Club Revue "AD NAUSEAM" has come and gone. Not
quite, because the wall decorations and other confusion of furniture will be
with us for some time. However, difficult it is to get helpers to paint, trim
and otherwise transform the Club into a suitable setting for the current show,
it is infinitely more difficult to recruit helpers to restore the status quo.

AD NAUSEAM was a howling success. It introduced just the right amount of
topicality. The main producers were Christie, Clark (C.), Hume, Johnson, Pincoe
and Yocom. Yocom and Brooker toiled all the week at the pianos with considerable
success.

Two ladies helped to provide the feminine interest - Norma Clark and Morna
Xales (no relationship to the Treasurer). They both appeared by courtesy of
Actors Equity.
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The programme, designed by Lew Hartley, gave the names of all those who partici-

pated in one way or another in the Show. The thanks of the Club from all members

and their enthusiastic guests must go to Roly Pincoe who never had dinner at

home for a month before the Show. In his prayer of thanksgiving now that it is
over he thanks all those who assisted him. It is getting harder and harder to

get volunteers to do the menial things, but they must be done. Somehow the job

gets done and the Show gets on the road on time.

Special praise is offered to Pat Hume for his exciting virtuosity and

Sid Johnson whose FRASNIA monologue was absolutely first class, the finale
which was dramatically superb. The make-up of Cal Wilson as Mr. Clean was
standing.

to

of

out-

We now give the following list of credits:

Production: Christie, Clark, Hume, Johnson, Pincoe, Yocom

Producer: Pincoe, assisted by Clark

Director: Hume

At the Pianos: Yocom and Brooker

Words & Music: Brooker, Hume, Johnson, Lapp, Mason, McCauley, Renouf,

Shelden, Wilson, Yocom

Design: Sevier

Costumes & Makeup: Prior, Schilder

Lighting: Macdonald, Walker, Clark

Stage: Hubbard, Hulme, McCoy, McGregor, Pincoe, Teeson, Westren

Willing Workers: Adamson, Albrant, Ament, Annau, Bier, Bradshaw, Cameron,

Coucill, Cumine, Dempster, Doucet, Duthie, Elderson,

Elton, Foord, French, Fry, Glassco, Hogarth, Irwin, Kemp,
McNeill, Mills, Muntzer, Newson, Parker, Phillips,, Peters,

Prestwich, Reynolds, Ross, Shaw, Sherman, Stensson,

Sutherland, Walton-Ball, Weatherseed, Webster, White,

Wildridge.

Miss Blue, Mrs Elton, Mrs Hudson, Mrs. Humphries, Mrs Irwin.

Willson Woodside (Woody) drew a large crowd for the April 29th luncheon.

He was introduced by John Irwin who congratulated both Woody and the University

of Guelph for the recent full professorship which has been bestowed on Woody.
The most topical subject of General Charles de Gaulle was lucidly handled. De

Gaulle's character, his obsession of always wishing to be the image of the glory

of France, his final downfall in the recent referendum, all these were touched
on in the all too brief half-hour. Jack Yocom expressed the thanks of the
audience to Woody.

George Prokos tells us that he is moving to the Ryerson Polytechnical

George Prokos tells us that he is moving to the Ryerson Polytechnical



Institute as Information Officer in the Fall. He comes from distant Etobicoke
to be practically an almost next door neighbour.

* * * * *

Student Unrest was the subject of a talk by Wilfred Sanders in April. A
large number of academics attended expecting to hear the voice of doom. Be-
cause Wilfred gets around quite a bit as Information Officer of York University
his considered opinion, that the student unrest is not earth-shaking, was re-
assuring. The long hair and casual dress is not to be taken literally because
for the year group photographs they seem to go the barber first for the benefit
of posterity. As a Gallop poll principal Wilfred's conclusions carried con-
siderable weight.

* * * * *

Twin gremlins crept into our reference to Ernie Gauley in the March
Letter. In the first place the name Gauley was mis-spelled and in
the second place his address was incorrectly given as Fort Worth,
Florida. It should have been Lake Worth, Florida. Thank goodness
we got the state right!

LAPP'S CORNER

Whenever I hear a superb performance of Handel's "Messiah", I become so imbued
with religious fervour that directly afterwards I always rush out on the street,
grab a nearby heathen and start preaching the gospel to him. The "Messiah"
I heard at Kingsway Baptist Church was so inspiring that I immediately rushedout and converted three handy heathens, Roly Pincoe, Fred Shaw and John Irwin.
John Sidgwick was the organist, which was why I was there. The organ was un-
friendly, but under John's artist fingers warmed up to an excellent achievement.

Harvey Perrin's last two public school concerts in Massey Hall on April 22 and
23 were the eighty-third concerts given since they began way back in 1886. Not
then conducted by Harvey, of course. When Vincent Massey's father donated Massey
Hall to Toronto the public school concerts moved in for a permanent stay. Harvey
now uses two large choruses of 500 treble voices and 150 men or near men, budding
tenors and baritones. Their accompaniements are played by talented public school

Note to Mayor Moore: Please do something about the speeches of our politicians
on the air. Their favourite word seems to be "ah," sometimes three "ah's" to a
sentence.

For many years I have worshipped the tremendous artistry and piano genius of
Ernest Seitz. Acclaimed as one of the world's great and famous pianists, he,
suddenly, at the height of his astonishing powers, gave it all up to take over
his father's business,- The Underwood Typewriter Company. I had the pleasure
of having tea with him at his beautiful Toronto apartment where for two hours
we relived some of his musical successes and the great people who were his friends
and contemporaries,- Healey Willan, Fred Silvester, Mazzoleni, Josef Levhinne,
his famous teacher; Dr. Vogt, founder of the Mendelssohn Choir and pioneer mem-
ber of the A&LC; Redfern Holingshead, Ernest Hutchison, and a dizzying list of
otners. More later when I have more space.

-7-
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Lloyd Bradshaw will again this year take over my old spot for 
the City Parks

Department in Phillip's Square. He is also preparing the Children's Opera

Chorus for a performance at the Anglican Diocesan Centre of Britten's new opera

"The Golden Vanity" on May 31st.

As for me, I am still whittling away at Laurel and Hardy. Twenty-two films down

and eight to go! They start on CBC Television every Saturday after July 1st,

6 to 6:30 p.m.

Former member, the Reverend Ken Scott, tells me that St. George's Chapel Choir

will again be singing at Yorkminster and Westminster Abbey this summer, this

year without Ken.

Not having seen George Lambert lately, I called to ask him how many famous

singers he had processed and if he were still supplying the 
market with his

superlative brand of opera singers. Jon Vickers, with appearances in the very

top opera houses everywhere must be his most famous pupil. The current new ones,

Don Rutherford, Wilmer Neufield, Jean Bonhomme, Erman Maura, Don Gerrard, Peter

Milne, are all well established in opera the world over. Talk about contributions

to music, if anyone should have a medal and citation it should be George.

Some news from two non-resident members. Four years ago John Hodgins left

Grace Church-on-the-Hill to be organist at St. Peter's Church, Albany, N.Y.

Unhappy away from the Canadian music scene, he finally received an invitation

from Peter Tagon to join him in Vancouver. He is now Organist at New Westminster

United Church where recently they did Fred Silvester's arrangement of Bach's

St. Matthew Passion.

Dr. Richard Johnston was interviewed, and very cleverly too, on a whole page of

the Calgary Herald. Daughters Suzanne and Kristina are playing harp, flute and

clarinet in that order. Richard pulled off some very smart quotes, the most con-

troversial being, that the music of the Napoleonic era was more important than

the battle of Waterloo. Cool it, Richard, the Iron Duke could easily haunt you.

He might be scowling over your shoulder right now.

My thanks to Roly Pincoe, Al Collier and Arthur Beemer for advice re my two

lonesome robins searching for soul mates. One family nested under my window,

laid four eggs yielding one child only, which I have named Fred - I think.

Keith MacMillan has a most interesting article, "Thriving Ten Year Old", in the

current issue of Ruby Mercer's "Opera Canada".

Query -- Do sponsors of singing commercials know that half the time we can't make

out what product they are singing about?

When the Toronto Symphony Orchestra went to Japan this Spring Frank Fusco was

told that a bottle of whiskey to some nice Japanese family would be a friendly

gesture, good will and good public relations. Wiskey in Japan is roughly

2,000,000 something or other. Well, anyway, $32 in our money. Alas, coming

out of the plane a sharp crash, a tinkle of glass was heard and twenty-five

ounces of friendly gesture, good will and public relations cascaded merrily

down the ramp. One Japanese said, "Very good smell, bettah than fresh air,

most friendly."

H. L.
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Sketchbook Notes

Mrs. Kay Kritzwiser, the knowledgeable and perceptive art critic of
The Globe and Mail, was present on Ladies' Night, May 13th. The members ac-
corded her a heartfelt round of applause in recognition of her professional
stature and contribution to Canadian art.

On that evening the walls of the Great Hall and the Lounge bore a
selection of paintings by a young artist, Larry Middlestadt, who has worked
steadily and with great dedication since graduation from The Ontario College
of Art in 1963. In the intervening years, with the encouragement of his
charming wife Jeannette, he has developed a personalized statement combining
the abstract and the figurative in large canvasses shimmering with contrast-
ing or with analogous hues. Recommended by 'Gene Butt, he will be associated
with him as Supervisor of the night school at O.C.A.

Monday, June 9th will see a fascinating exhibition of paintings by
Walter Coucill and Jack Secord. Look for this show that will run through till
July llth. On July 15th the Club will be host to the winning paintings from
this year's Price Fine Arts Award. They will move out from the Club on July 24th.
Be sure to see this excellent collection of paintings that will include a Fourth
Prize winner by our own 0. K. Schenk.

MOST IMPORTANT NOTE - - Very IMPORTANT

Help the Club's '69-'70 season start off on a high cultural note by donating
a painting, objet d'art, treasure or curio to be auctioned off on the evening of
September 15th and 16th. Sid Johnson will present for your bargaining pleasure
the riches of the richest intellectual Club in the Country. Think about what
you can contribute and wait for a more detailed announcement concerning when to
send in your donation (about September 3rd) and wait in anticipation of this
opportunity to help the Club through buying something you will cherish.

Ed Kasdan successfully moderated a fascinating panel called Art and the
Law on Tuesday, May 13th.

On the panel was His Honour Judge William F. B. Rogers, of the County of
York.

Judge Rogers talked on the present state of obscenity and pornography. He
cited recent Canadian, British and American Cases illustrating the confused
state of the Law on the subject.

A. J. Casson (of the Group of Seven) was the expert on Fraud, Forgery and
Theft. Cass is an ex officio member of the Ontario Provincial Police (he showed
the audience his gold badge). He told interesting anecdotes about the various
forgeries he has encountered.

Jack Wildridge, Proprietor of the Roberts Gallery, Yonge Street, gave the
audience vignettes on the relationship of the Art Gallery to the artist, and
the gallery to the public. We learned the intricacies of their contractual
relationships.

Ed Kasdan spoke on the Law of Copyright. This is a highly technical area
but of extreme importance to all artists.
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Robert A. Farquharson, a former member of the Club, was honored recently
by being named to the Canadian News Hall of Fame. He had a distinguished
journalist career having been at one time Managing Editor of the Globe and
Mail and Managing Editor of the Financial Post. He served with the Wartime
Information Board until 1942. In 1951 he was appointed director of information
services for NATO in Paris. Later he was appointed information minister at
the Canadian Embassy in Washington. He retired in 1963.

WARREN MOULD'S NOON-HOUR RECITAL

A most pleasant noon-hour musical interlude was the visit by club member
Warren Mould to the Club on Wednesday, April 23, introduced by Bill Thompson
and thanked by the President. Warren has ably blended his artistic and ad-ministrative skills as pianist, teacher and officer in his role of Registrar
of the Royal Conservatory of Music. The informal introduction of his numbers
in a generous program (moderns, including a Canadian Barkley in New York, and
Chopin) warmed the musical hearts of the members lucky enough to be present.
Warren himself declined lunch, preferring to play for us throughout the entire
period. What an entree! What a dessert! Shades of Dame Myra Hess refreshing
the citizens and servicemen of London, England, during the days of World War IIby her noon-hour recitals at the National Gallery! The Gallery on those occas-
ions was always packed. Our Great Hall was far from being packed. Fortunately,
Warren has promised that he'll be back next year.

* ****

John Coulter sent to the librarian an illustrated catalogue of the
Magritte painting exhibition which caused such a stir at the Tate Gallery
this Spring. His accompanying letter said, in part: "I am not myself so
impressed by Magritte as are his very in admirers in the studios and haunts-
of-critics all over the world. Of courie, high technical accomplishment.
But his fancy - for that I think is what it is - the often macabre, menacing
painting, begins to appear, after a few examples, as a bit of a trick. But he
has a strange, surprising fancy. More important than other renowned surrealists.
Salvador Dali in particular. Wonder what A G L fanciers will think of him?"
(Ed. note: The Magritte catalogue is currently on display on the New Additions
shelf)* * * * *.

Harry Maude would like to hear from all choir members, present or future,
so that he can organize a list. The recent death of Frank Starr and the moving
of Tom Allen to Brampton has somehow disorganized records. Write or phone
Harry at 444-3380.

* * * * *

We are getting to be quite a horsey crowd at the Club. It all started in
the week of the Kentucky Derby where there happened to be a horse running
named Arts and Letters. Could there be a better omen for a winner like that?

* It was a natural for the sporty types (yes, they still abound) and we forkedover two bucks apiece to Dick Blue who agreed to place our bets. Dick, a wily
character at best, made the book himself and stood to lose a hundred dollars -

aa IL was, Hrts anc Letters was only a fraction of a head behind the winner.A little more encouragement and we'll win next time.
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(This tribute to Arthur Lismer was made by A. J. Casson -

Tapawingo, (Kleinburg) on Friday, April 25, 1969:)

When Lismer was buried near so many of the Group of Seven treasures, as
the Junior member of the Group, I was deeply honoured to be chosen to pay
tribute to our late friend, Arthur Lismer. In one way or another we were
associated in many projects related to Art over a period of 50 years.

I became acquainted with Arthur Lismer at the Arts & Letters Club in
1919. At that time, the members of the Group gathered there for lunch nearly

every day. I knew very little about the work of the individual members of

the Group, but had seen a few canvases by Arthur and was tremendously impressed

by the vitality and strength of these pictures. Later when I was taken under

the wing of the Group, I came to know Arthur better and found that my first

impression of him was correct. His energy was limitless, even during lunch

he would occupy every spare moment making countless pencil sketches of anyone

in sight. Most of these sketches were kindly and with a touch of humour, but

if he were riled by someone like a critic, the drawing would have an acid bite

to it.

The last lengthy conversation I had with Arthur was at the National

Gallery in Ottawa. Holgate and Jackson were there too and I expected that

as we had not been together for a considerable time, the conversation would

be of the old days of the Group. But this was not the case. Arthur was not

interested in the past, he talked to us about his work with the Children's Art

classes and his plans for the future. This was typical of the man. More than

any member of the group, Arthur kept alive spirited controversy that broke

that accepted quietude of Canadian painting when MacDonald's canvas "The

Tangled Garden" was exhibited in 1916. Since that time, until his death he

expounded the Artist's right to self-expression from one end of Canada to the

other, in the United States and halfway 'round the world.

What he thought of today's trends in Art I do not know, but I am sure it
would have been generous and understanding.

His contribution in the field of Art Education was beyond doubt, the

greatest of any Canadian. His tireless energy in this field earned him the
right to be known as the dean of Artist Teachers in this country. Recognized

as an authority on Child Art Education, he was invited to give lectures on
this subject in England, France, United States, South Africa and New Zealand.
For his great service to Art and Education he was the recipient of many well-
deserved honours.

The latter part of his life was almost completely devoted to teaching
except for brief sketching trips. A. Y. Jackson has said, "He was a great

artist, but he would prefer to be remembered as a great teacher of Art."

Although so much of his career was in the teaching field, he will always

rank as one of Canada's finest painters. He loved the rugged parts of the

country, Algoma, Lake Superior, the Rockies, tural Quebec and the Maritimes

and above all, Georgian Bay where he painted some of his finest canvases. He

returned to McGregor Bay many times as it seemed to him to be the summation

of nature's lyric expression of the whole region.

His attitude to painting has been well described by Lawren Harris and I

quote "He was one of the most forceful members of the Group. From his

__ _
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earliest paintings such as "Guide's Home" painted in 1914 and sketches made

on a canoe trip with Thomson the same year, down to his last paintings, all

his work had an amplitude and a rugged epic splendor that transcends the

decorative. It is never stylized or descriptive. No subject was ever viewed

from the outside in terms of painting a pleasing picture. There is no con-

sideration of himself in his work. All his attention and creative power was

directed at the scene itself, and he painted every subject in that way."

The trials and tribulations of the early days of the Group are long past

and forgotten and fortunately Arthur lived to see his work honoured and given

its rightful place in Canadian Art. His pictures are now treasured and have

become very important items in all the collections of public galleries and

important private collections throughout Canada.

We, some of his old friends here today to pay tribute to his memory,

are both privileged and honoured to have known this great Canadian. I regret

that he never had the opportunity to visit Tapawingo and see some of his

paintings in such an ideal setting, but I am sure he would be happy to know

that his last resting place is where thousands of his beloved children come

each year to visit the Gallery and where the work he started so long ago is

being carried on.

He will be long and gratefully remembered.

OBITUARY

Raymond W. G. Card

Raymond Card was exceedingly active in the Club in its formative years. He

was a competent actor as were his sister Patricia and his brother Brownlow.

He also wrote plays. He was a member of the R.A.I.C., the O.A.A. and a

Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts. He joined Central Mortgage & Housing

Corporation in 1946, retiring from it in 1958.

Charles S. Band

The tall, dignified and friendly Charlie Band died just a few days ago after

a brief illness in hospital. Noted as a collector of Art which he accumulated

with rare intelligence, he shared (with his wife) the treasures of his home

with other galleries. A few years ago his and his wife's collection almost

filled an entire wing of the Ontario Art Gallery. But it is as a Club member

we shall remember him best - not as a financial and industrial giant, (which

he was) but as an eager seeker of knowledge. He travelled widely - among the

Eskimos or in Central Africa - always with a purpose. His influence on

Canadian Art and his support of younger artists will be a memorial to him.

* * *

_ I~__



THE LIBRARY

The recent Art News Annual is devoted entirely to The Avant-Garde.

Thirteen art historians and critics have each contributed a chapter on the

theme, and a comprehensive collection of pictures has been assembled to il-
lustrate this book. Another work compiled by the editors of a periodical

is Allied Arts Catalogue (Vol. 2), published by the Royal Architectural

Institute of Canada. The sections of this fully-illustrated book are devoted

to Sculpture, Painting, Stained Glass, Architectural Craft, and Ideas.

* * * * *

A number of members have recently donated books to our library. William

O'Dea, former Director of - and now consultant to - the Ontario Centre of

Science & Technology, has given a copy of his book The Social History of

Lighting. This fascinating work, with over 90 illustrations, describes lighting

methods from the use of primitive candles to the floodlighting of the Yankee

Stadium. Mac Reynolds has contributed a copy of a new book entitled The

Mackenzie-Papineau Battalion. This work examines certain Canadian partici-

pation in the Spanish Civil War; it has received high praise, especially from

Hugh Garner, who saw the war as a combatant. Mac is listed as Research

Associate for he provided a number of taped conversations which he had with

ex-members of the Battalion.

Rick Kettle has donated a well-produced copy of A Global Corporation;

it is an objective account by Dr. E. P. Neufeld of the progress of Massey-

Ferguson Limited since World War II. Dr. Harry Ebbs has given a copy of

Taylor Statten; the subject was a Club member from 1927 to 1956. Victor

Brooker has passed along an amusingly illustrated book entitled The Mad

Old Ads, as well as two early copies of Canadian Advertising Exhibit.

H. B.

BRILLIANT & EXCITING .

An Exhibition of Paintings,

Drawings, and Pastels . . .

in the Great Hall

by Club Members,

John E. Secord

and

Walter Coucill

from June 9th 1969

Notice re Vacation Period

The Club will remain closed from July 26th

until its re-opening on August llth 1969.
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September 1969

The Annual Meeting of May 1969 produced two memorable orations. Jack Yocom

who was relinquishing his 2-year term of office inspired us with a peroration

that found response by all who heard him. We gave you his talk in the last

Monthly letter. We intimated then that Bill Swinton's acceptance speech would

be published in the September letter. We are proud to present it now.

THE PRESIDENT'S REMARKS

My appearance marks the end of the show - but for two things. The first

is that I must pay, as perhaps only I can pay, a tribute to the man who

has just put these vestments upon me: to John Yocom.

He took the opportunity of saying many kind things about me, some of

which, of course, were undeserved, in his annual report. But I have

worked with Jack in this club. In my travels I have seen, by chance,

Jack and some of his executives in many parts of Canada. And I think

it is astounding that a man who holds high office in one of our great-

est public companies has taken the time to spend upon us that Jack has

done. He has shown both ingenuity and energy and has conducted this

Club in a way which has been shown by the comprehensive reports we have

had which speak very well, or should speak well, for our future.

Tonight, I, as the new captain, am in darkness on the other side of the

moon. I know that thanks to your kindness and the election I have my

Charlie Browns and my Snoopys and no doubt in due course we shall em-

erge into the sunshine of another year and will duly splash down. When

I say splash down I record, with due appreciation, the advice of your

treasurer who has pointed out that you have not been splashing quite

enough in this last year.

And it is very largely due to your splashing and our club's splash-

ability that we usually keep on the right side in our accounts. So

I will stand only momentarily between you and the further opportunities.

I must, however, say something succinctly but seriously. One day this

week I came in deliberately early before luncheon, and I stood in the

doorway and looked into this old building which is our home. It's a

remarkable place. It's not particularly attractive; the stage is not

very wonderful; it's not very commodious. And yet as I looked at the

stage I remembered the years that have gone, in my own experience,

which is not so great as that of many of you, and I remembered those

who have given us merriment and of their invention and energy on this

;·_ ::E: _~
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stage and have made for such happy nights and weeks. Many of them,

alas, are no longer with us. Yet it struck me then, as it has often

struck me, that it is not walls, or rooms, or stages that make a club,

not even memories: it is people. And in this club we are perhaps more

fortunate than any club I know -- and I belong to clubs in England,

in the United States, and Canada. Of all those clubs, some quite dis-

tinguished, I know none that can match this club of ours. This is a

refuge from distress. Here the busy world is hushed, as the Prayer

Book says. You can hardly hear it tonight. The disquiet of the world

is left outside. Here we are a company, a versatile company, a remark-

able company, but a responsible company. Some of the most important

men in Canadian life are amongst us tonight, are in our membership, and

some of us are very humble. It is this possibility for the humble to

mix here with the great and for the great to enjoy the humble that

makes us a club which I think must go on for the sanity of our nation,

to say nothing of our own mental health. But it is not only us, who

are fortunate to be members. I said to one of the girls who was serving

us tonight, "What is a nice girl like you doing in a heck of a joint

like this?" And she said, "I love it, I love everybody here." I be-

lieve that it's true. I believe that we have a relationship with the

staff here, under our very able steward and his wife, that is unique

among clubs. We're a happy group. Long may it stay that way. Most

clubs find it easier to get members than staff. In this happy condition

I can only say that it will be my task, and a very sincerely undertaken

« task, to ensure that the gains that have been made this year shall not

be lost through any fault of mine: that when we come again, after the

refreshment of the months ahead, to the serious business of the club in

the fall it shall be with new strength and a new determination that

whatever may happen in the crazy world outside, the lovely, crazy world

of the Arts & Letters Club will continue. That we shall all be one to

another as we are now. The humble and the great, the talented and the

not very talented, that wonderful amalgam that makes this the most

remarkable of clubs.

May I therefore make one proposition tonight - that this meeting be

adjourned at this moment so that you may adjourn elsewhere for a few

more moments and that when we meet again we meet as true members of

this place, as men to men, in the true spirit of humanity, as friends

and brothers of the Arts and Letters.

* ** * **

At a recent THINK FEST, some thirty hard core members were prevailed upon by the

new President Bill Swinton, to discuss the future of the Club and, in particular,

to get organized for the new season just starting.

Inevitably the subject of finances reared its ugly head. We were shocked to learn

that a considerable number of members had not paid last year's assessment, while

many have not paid their 1969 dues. We were asked to comment on this state of

*-· affairs diplomatically. It appears to us that a bit of realism is required! By

all means dust off your desks and send Philip Clark your cheque right away. If

you are happily one of the many who have paid, bask in glory.
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Ed Kasdan is keeping the details of a history-making AUCTION SALE on November
17 and 18th a dark secret. Details will follow, of course. You may be sure,
though, that the event will be worth planning for.

* * *

Chick Hendry was elected president of the Canadian Welfare Council early this
summer. His retirement as director of the University of Toronto School of Social
Work doesn't mean he will vegetate - indeed he still does important work for the
United Community Fund of Metro Toronto and the Canadian Mental Health Association.

* * *

Dr. William McCauley, Director of Music at York University, is taking a year's
leave of absence to work with Christopher Chapman on an Ontario film for Expo '70.
Dr. McCauley is no stranger in the film world. He has composed music for over 125
films.

Rev. Gerald P. Loweth of Grace Church-on-the-Hill has been named first executive
secretary of an Anglican and United Church Board to co-ordinate social services
in Metro Toronto. This will no doubt end the duplicate receipts by some "deserving"
poor of a multitude of Christmas baskets.

Harry Maude has asked once again that we appeal to all choristers to let him know
your names. He is compiling a list from which he can select a choir that can be
used for all special occasions. One great advantage is that a distinguished
looking gown goes with the job and the choir always has a table reserved for it
at the Christmas dinner. The Spring Revue provides another occasion for the dis-
play of talent - in fact you can see the whole show for the entire week at ab-
solutely no cost. Singers of the Club respond to Harry Maude. His telephone
number is 444-3380.

The mysterious disappearance of an illuminated address to Mrs. Webster - Club
mother of two decades ago - was detected by an unusual gap in the entrance hall.
Nobody seemed to have any idea who took this framed memento of the past or why.
The crime, if such it is, was partially solved by our Secretary, Fred Kemp, who
received in the mail, in plain wrapper, the missing document the other day. No
other identification of the sender was apparent other than the name Morris and
the post office Port Credit. Can any member help solve the problem?

Congratulations to Norman McMurrich who was elected an Honorary Fellow of the
American Institute of Architects. Ron Dick was made a Fellow of the Royal
Architectural Institute of Canada at its annual meeting of the R.A.I.C. in June.
Good fellows both.

* * *

A. Y. Jackson has given ten of his pencil sketches to the National Gallery of
Canada. These are field sketches and have all been published in A.Y.'s Canada
by his niece, Dr..Naomi Jackson Groves. Mr. Jackson attended the recent open
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air art gallery at Carlings off highway 401. He must have thought how changed is

the marketing of pictures and sculpture since he first took up his brush.

Michael Milne tells us that he and a partner are venturing in a new field - the

film industry. Mike heard that the Federal Government has set up a $10 million

fund to promote a feature film industry in Canada. Not being backward in smelling

out this nice pot of gold, Mike was successful in getting approval for a major

grant for pre-production expenses. Mike will be the Art Director, as well as

business manager. Good luck!

HISTORIC SAILING SHIPS

An Exciting Collection of Watercolours by Ray Hamburgh

On September 4th Mr. Ray Hamburgh, Painter, Advertising Executive and Sailor, as

guest speaker at a Club luncheon, gave a most graphic and analytical discourse

on his excellent group of paintings being exhibited at the Club.

After being welcomed by Mr. John Irwin, and later introduced by John Morrow, he

was greeted with much enthusiasm by over 60 Club members.

* His paintings of Early Canadian Fishing Craft, dated from the 1830s to the more

recent Bluenose of the 1930s, are the result of over four years of exhaustive

research in Maritime Museums from Newfoundland to the Smithsonian Institute in

Washington, D.C.

The object of the project, to trace and depict Early Canadian and New England

sailing ships of the 19th and early 20th centuries of which only fragmentary

information existed up until this time. This is the first record of most of

the old sailing ships, and we are indebted to Mr. Hamburgh for giving the Club

the opportunity of showing them for the first time in Toronto.

Mr. J. Morrow was responsible for bringing this fine exhibition to the Club.

E.T.H.

In the Club

(Sept 2nd - Sept 12th)

EXHIBITION OF FINE PHOTOGRAPHY

During the month of August the Club was privileged to exhibit a most outstanding

collection of photographs by members of the "Toronto Focal Forum".

Formed in 1939 the Forum has attained a very high standard of quality, creativity,

and originality in its presentations during the last 30 years.

0 The Exhibit of 46 prints covered a wide range of subject matter, from excellent

portraiture to landscape, semi-abstract and seascapes. The presentation which

attracted most favourable comment maintained its high reputation in its pro-
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fessional approach to the Club exhibition. Club member Bill Shelden, a member
of the group, was responsible for all arrangements and was represented in the
exhibit with his fine portrait of Club member Sid Johnson.

E.T.H.
(Aug llth - Aug 28th)

at the Club

LAPP's CORNER

Is Back From

Well, well, here we all are again one summer older and bravely bracing ourselves
for the coming barrage of ice and snow and slush and brrrrrrr. Church organists
are back on their benches pedalling away to beat hell at their Bach and Buxtehude.
Al Collier, after daubing gallons of paint on several acres of canvas in divers
places, is back in his own bed again.

David Ouchterlony, relaxed and laden with gold from a bumper raspberry crop this
summer, is back at Eaton Memorial sounding fresher than ever.

'Gene and Margaret Butt, reeking of heather, are back from Britain, convinced
that in spite of bagpipes and haggis, Scotland is the only place in the world to
really enjoy living.

Bill Swinton, back home with the world's most famous but homeless pipe organ in
his briefcase, is hoping to find a new home for the mighty instrument, recently
evicted from the Alexandra Palace in London.

Ernesto Barbini is back from a triumphant season of conducting backyard barbecues.
All summer, in front of numerous burnt offerings, he waved a sacrificial knife
and fork and lost thirty pounds. When you read this he will be waving a sacrifi-
cial baton over La ForzadelDestino and Turandot for the Canadian Opera season.

Dr. Nicholas Goldschmidt is just back from Europe with several contracts up his
talented sleeve. He will conduct Peleas and Melisande at the Brussels Royal
Opera in January. At his own Guelph Festival this year he will premiere
Britten's "Prodigal Son". All this besides his own Centennial choir in Ottawa.

Elmer Iseler and family are back from a camping trip through Vermont and New
Hampshire, for which, out of pure greeneyed jealousy I could poison their iced
tea. All summer they were esthetically stuffed with native lobster, scallops,
clams, right off the shore, plus mackerel which Elmer caught personally and ate
personally after frying personally and divinely aided by Jessie. (Come, Lapp,
pull yourself together.) Elmer is already deep in the 75th Anniversary celebra-
tion of the Mendelssohn Choir. A book is on its way covering the whole period
and will be published in 1970.

Ron Napier of B.M.I. (not I.B.M.) is back from the meeting of the Canadian
Conference of the Arts at Mount Orford. Boiling it down from a lot of high-
sounding phrases, we get the basic raison d'etre. Keep your hot little hands
off my music or we'll find a way to make you." There he met Dr. Richard Johnston,
who apparently is no longer the Dick Johnston of our earlier days. As Director
of Fine Arts at Calgary University he has his finger in the Sculptural pie. the
urama cookie, and as many others as you can count on your 11 fingers. When they



conferred the degree of Doctor on Dr. Vinci his eulogy sounded like Plato at

his Platoist. As Dr. Vinci was already a doctor I suppose now he is a double

doctor or D.D. No, that can't be right. Anyway it was a great honour to a

musician who has given so much to music and musicians the world over.

Here I must digress for a retraction about David Ouchterlony's raspberries. Oh,

I guess he had a bumper crop alright, but now I'm told that poor Dave, burdened

almost to extinction with his duties as acting principal of the Royal Conserva-

tory, hardly saw his farm, let alone his raspberries. He probably never saw all

that gold either, dash it. So our Dave is not back from anything except a load

of hard work.

Jack Yocom is back from two things - installing a new president, Jerry McAfee

for Gulf Oil Canada, and a week's delightful holiday in Hyanis (Kennedy country),

Binnington, Martha's Vineyard, Cape Cod and other lovely places en route. The

retiring president is now the new boss of Hockey Canada, and will take along some

of his own Gulf Oil for their troubled waters.

Claude Bissell is back from his farm in Cape Breton, light years away from so-
called student power, where the fish don't wear long hair, beards, beads, or
sidegills.

His brother Keith is back from a wonderful three weeks in Greece. Rumour hath it

that he is writing a musical setting for the well-known proverb, "When Greek

Meets Greek they open up a restaurant."

Harry Maude is back from not having moved a muscle all summer except to water his
flower garden. Smiling languidly over a Begonia at Charlie Peaker, his organist,

he intoned, "Me no sing a bally note this summer."

This year marks Dr. Charles Peaker's twenty-five years at St. Paul's Anglican

church on Bloor Street. The church will gratefully even lovingly recognize

Charlie's magnificent musical contribution in a special morning service and

reception afterward on September 28th.

How could Herman Geiger-Torel get away for a holiday to come back from? With

five operas in production this season, Herman's operatic nose is pinned down

securely on the operatic grindstone, Rigoletto, Fledermaus, Turandot, Electra

and La Forza del Destino. Riel is not included. You know, John Coulter not-

withstanding, I still think dear Louis was everything John A. said about him,

which was plenty and not good. Well at least he didn't tear his enemies' finger-
nails off like some would-be dictators we know,

Frank and Freda Fusco are back from John Downton's bathroom and settled in their

own again. While John was redecorating their apartment, the painters filled

their bathroom with paste pots, paint pots, and varnish pots, making abultion

impossible. "Be it ever so humble there's no bathroom like your own" Freda al-
ways says.

Bob Christie is back from an engagement at Stratford the first in twelve years.
He and Dinah were in a play taken from a book called "Satyricon" written by
one Pretonius, an old pal of Notorious Nero, who finally bumped him off, with

violin obligato.

As for me, tanned chocolate and brimming with vitamins, I am back from a glorious

three months in Sweden, Holland, France, Britain, Panama, Brazil and Mexico,
all for two dollars, the price of three National Geographic Magazines. No baggage,
no planes, no customs, no expense, just lying out on the lawn in a hammock, peace-

fully drooling.

H.L.



Frederick Horsman Varley

1881 - 1969

Another pioneer artist of Canada's northland has gone. Fred Varley was

a frequent visitor to the Club until three years ago. Rugged in appearance,

wearing homespun jackets, bright shirts, he was conspicuous not only in appear-

ance but in his vigorous conversation.

He was a great friend of Arthur Lismer who died this year. He joined the

circle of commercial artists who later became the Group of Seven. He moved to

Vancouver around 1925 and taught drawing and painting at the Vancouver School

of Art.

He has been acclaimed as one of the greatest portrait artists of his time. His

portrait of Vincent Massey, done in the early Twenties, is considered one of

his masterpieces.

Much will be written about him, tributes to his memory will be paid, but we of

the Club are proud to know that Varley and all his Group of Seven friends met

daily in these very rooms to dream of their new Canadian art movement.

THE LIBRARY

A Stage In Our Past is a fascinating account of English-language theatre in

Eastern Canada from the 1790s to 1914. Appendices list theatres, touring com-

panies and touring stars; there is also a seven-page bibliography. The author,

Dr. M. D. Edwards, is at present Associate Director of The Centre for Continu-

ing Education at York University.

Aspects Of Music In Canada is a recently-published work edited by former Club

member Arnold Walter. This is the second volume of essays on this theme to be

published by the Canadian Music Council. The seven chapters provide a reason-

ably exact picture of music in Canada at the close of the Centennial year.

Other works recently on display include: The Georgian Bay, a booklet of poetry

and drawings by former member Percy J. Robinson; Unitt's Canadian Price Guide

To Antiques And Collectables; Historic Ontario, an attractive 84-page booklet

of text and drawings published by the Ontario Department of Tourism & Informa-

tion.

Floyd Chalmers has given to our library a copy of his book A Gentleman Of The

Press; this is the story of John Bayne Maclean, one of the world's great

publisher-journalists of his generation. Non-resident member R. D. Hilton

Smith has sent a copy of his book Northwestern Approaches: The First Century

Of Books. This reference work describes the important books relating to the

exploration of British Columbia. John Morrow has donated Call Them Canadians,

an impressive collection of photographs produced in book form by the National

Film Board.

H.B.

I
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MONTHLY DINNER October 29

Okah Jones, President of the Canadian National Exhibition, was the speaker at the

second members' night of the season. He was introduced by Bill Swinton. Okah Jones

is certainly no figure head - he lives and breathes the spirit of the Ex. His optim-

ism in spite of some current thought that the Ex is the same year after year. He

explained the difference between Montreal's Man and His World and Toronto's C.N.E.

One of the chief differences is the $7 million subsidy obtained by the former!

That there is much chance involved in booking events for the Grandstand performances

was demonstrated by showing loss figures for the Mormon Choir, while Glen Campbell

could have been repeated to make attendance records.

There was a vigorous question and answer period afterwards. The speaker was able

* to satisfy everyone because of his deep knowledge of the problems that he is meeting

day by day. His Honour Judge George McGillivray thanked the speaker for his informa-

tive address. Bill Swinton expressed the thought that the Club might be of assistance

in planning the Exhibition's Art Gallery show next year.

Kay Kritzwiser, art critic of the Globe and Mail, paid her second visit to

the Club in as many months when she spoke to the lunchers on October 21st.

She gave a most interesting talk on the responsibilities of an art critic -

the main point we gathered was that however far out the art is, it is the

duty of the critic to "dig" its meaning. Clive Clark, in a most conservative

suit, conveyed the thanks of the large audience to Miss Kritzwiser.

George Elmore Reamon has been honored by the University of Waterloo at its Fall Con-

vocation by being made Hon. Doctor of Laws. The citation gives the reason for this

distinction by stating . . . "Educator, Lecturer, Historian, for his long and dis-

tinctive scholastic career and outstanding service to this University and Community."

Our congratulations go to Dr. Reamon who has just reached the Life Member category

in the Club.

We are indebted to Jim Hubbard for framing the stone rubbing of Tom

Thomson's epitaph as well as the interesting picture of Vincent Massey

in the role of Archbishop in 'The Hostage" performed at Hart House

Theatre in 1924.

Adrian Williams has taken an excellent coloured picture of Sir Ernest at the piano

* accompanying the boar's head processional for the Christmas Dinner, 1967.

A recent addition to the bar room is a sketch done by Sir Roy Welensky, K.C.M.G.,

and donated by him to the Club.
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Does anyone know the whereabouts of the membership list for the year 1923-24? Hunter

Bishop feels that this scroll was once done and if any member could furnish a lead

as to its whereabouts it would save having to do it over again.

LAPP'S CORNER

For years, years, and years I have sorrowfully looked upon our Toronto Symphony as I

would have regarded little Snow White, beautifully dormant and inert, waiting for

some Prince Charming to kiss her back to life. Well, several weeks ago he arrived.

Last night at their third concert, smiling and gracious, and laden with showmanship,

a great musician walked out on the stage of Massey Hall and gave us all an awakening

smack. Karel Ancerl of Czeckoslovakia has given the Toronto Symphony a new sound,

the sound of music. Not for ages have I heard the orchestra play so beautifully.

Frank Fusco and Harold Sumberg may not agree, but the violins were at last actually

soaring. It was a thrilling concert, due, I believe, entirely to Karel Ancel who

seems to have the unique idea that an orchestra should play music musically. Strange,

but those wicked Imperialists the United States are not to blame this time. We can

thank those other Imperialists and their oh so legal invasion of Czeckoslovakia for

our marvelous Mr. Ancerl.

Dr. Charles Peaker's 25th Anniversary party given by St. Paul's Church in the church

hall was a great success. I thought it was an invitation affair so I did not go, but

I heard about it from Harry Maude. The congregation expressed their love and esteem

for Charlie in a series of gifts (I should ever carry away so much loot in a lifetime).

First there was a handsome cheque from the church. Harry Maude looked after the eager

contributions from the choir and other friends. Leading off was a complete edition of

Shakespeare which Charlie had long wanted. A little money was left over, so next

came Whittaker's Bach Cantatas in two volumes. A little more money was left over from

this so they got six silver wine glasses and engraved tray for Marie and Charlie. A

little money was still'left over so along came two book-ends for the Shakespeare.

The money box was not empty yet, so Harry delivered a case of sherry at their door

next day. For the final finale they gave Charlie an elegant music stand. If they

had waited till Christmas I'm sure he would have gone home with two French hens and

the partridge in a pear tree.

This Christmas will see a change of programme at Eaton Memorial. David Ouchterlony

and the choir will not be doing their traditional oratorio this year. Instead there
will be a Carol Service on the Sunday night before Christmas. I hope to be one of
the crowd which I am certain will fill the church.

Next week I am calling on Julie and Ernesto Barbini to join me in picketing the

Ricordi Music Company and Signor Appolonio. Someone will have to improve the last two

minutes of Turandot or Lappio-Barbini power will riot and burn. You know when

Puccini died and Alfano had to finish the opera. What does he do? Instead of

Calaf and Turandot belting out a couple of high D's, the chorus takes over. And

what does that pair of forty-year-old teenagers do? They turn into lousy actors.

They slither up a few steps and ogle each other like two moonstruck mud turtles

till the curtain falls. Man those placards, Barbinis, I'm a-comin' and we're

a-goin'.

* By the way, Ernesto was engaged to conduct Madame Butterfly in Quebec City but the

concert hall is not finished so the production is off.

Quite a few "Les Girls" have been seen at the Club for lunch lately. I thought they
looked fine.
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I hear complaints about lack of interest in the Club and when that happens there's
only one remedy - a project. Let's get a project and work for it. Any project;
new slips for the Mendelssohn Choir girls, jockey shorts for the men, blow up that
Moore hippopotamus with his leg up looking for a hydrant at the City Hall square.
Anything. How about it, men?

The University of Toronto Concert Choir conducted by Lloyd Bradshaw will sing an
afternoon concert in Trinity College Chapel on December 3rd at 3 p.m.

Dr. William McCauley is now busy on a film to be shown at Expo in Japan. A twenty-
five minute expose of Ontarian natives and ethnic groups at play, music, games,
dancing, it has almost everything in entertainment. Bill has been working with a
group of children at the Interprovincial Music Camp. His original music and arrange-
ments will be heard on CBC next year.

We were quite amused at the lady timer on television station X who was supposed to
call a 12 second count down - 12, 11, 10, 9, etc. The poor girl became flustered
and upset the whole works by counting 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, etc., until the producer
finally had to shoot her.

Don't miss Ravel's opera "L'enfant et la Sortilege" at the MacMillan Theatre
November 20th to 23rd. It is a fun thing, marvelous for children, with all the
parts sung by the pieces of furniture. Ernesto will conduct. Special children's
shows later - December 6 to the 13th.

Warren Mould, who became registrar at the Royal Conservatory when Freddy Silvester
left us, still finds time and energy to give piano recitals. The next one is on
November 25 from 12:15 to 12:45 at the Concert Hall, Bloor Street. ·

This could have happenedto John Coulter who is now in Ireland. Apparently a man
was motoring along those narrow Irish roads when he saw a woman approaching in a
car. Gallantly he pulled over to the side and stopped so she could pass comfortably.
She stopped, leaned out of the car and shouted "Pig!" Incensed at such rudeness,
he jammed on the gas, darted round the corner and ran into a pig.

H.L.

OBITUARY

Richard A. Daly

Once again we have to say farewell to one of our long time elderly, distinguished
members of whom the Arts and Letters Club have had many.

Mr. Richard A. Daly, founder of the Toronto investment firm R.A. Daly & Co., passed
away recently at the age of 83 after a long illness. He was buried privately in the
town where he was born - Napanee.

Having attended the Universities of Toronto and Pennsylvania, he joined the Crown
Bank in Toronto. When this bank was taken over by the Bank of Nova Scotia, Mr.
Daly became head of the latter's investment department, where he remained until 1916,
when he left to form his own company.

As a leading financier, he was president for a year, of the Investment Dealers'
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Association, and took an active part in Victory Loan campaigns, in both world wars.
*He had been a director of a number of large companies, including the Manufacturers

Life Insurance Company.

Mr. Daly's interest in the arts and in other good causes, was shown at various times
when he was on the boards of the Toronto Symphony orchestra, Upper Canada College,
Victoria University, Y.M.C.A., Boy Scouts Association, the finance committee of
the United Church, and the Art Gallery of Toronto.

His sister, Mrs. Kathleen Pepper, is a well-known artist and her late husband,
George Pepper, was a member of the faculty of the College of Art, an excellent
artist and a member of this Club. Mr. R. A. Daly, Jr., who succeeded as chairman
of his father's company, and his brother, Thomas, of Montreal, are also members
of the Club.

Artist Fred Varley painted a portrait of Mrs. Daly and her two sons, which is a
prized possession of the family.

Mr. Daly has made a bequest of a book of selected paintings by Lawren Harris, for
the Club library.

W.F. Thompson

THE LIBRARY

A book to intrigue the Club's picture-takers is the Pictorial Cyclopedia Of Photo-
graphy. This is the first popular version of the standard 2-volume Focal Encyclopedia
Of Photography. The principal articles have been submitted by an impressive list
of international experts. The illustrations include more than 200 diagrams, as well
as 116 plates in colour and more than 300 in black and white.

Some 3500 years of history and the arts is covered in the well-illustrated Art Of
China, Korea And Japan. The book was first published in 1963 when the author,
Peter Swann, was keeper of the Department of Eastern Art at the Ashmolean Museum,
Oxford. There are 250 illustrations of which 50 are in colour; there is also a
helpful chronological table and a bibliography.

Essays In Canadian Criticism contains 27 articles written by professor Desmond
Pacey over the past 30 years. The author is Dean of Graduate Studies and Professor
of English at the University of New Brunswick. There is a detailed and useful index.

Ten Songs Of Healey Willan. This slim publication reprints the words of ten songs
and the music written for them by the late Dr. Willan.

The following six items have recently been received by the library. Hart House,
U. of T. is an attractive little booklet issued to commemorate the 50th anniversary
year of the House. Cultural Affairs 6 is a special number devoted to Canada and the
Arts. This quarterly is published in New York by Associated Councils of the Arts.
There are a number of important contributors to this issue, but of particular
interest is the gratitude expressed in the editorial for the help given by Arthur

S Gelber who, incidently, is the only Canadian listed among the A.C.A's Officers and
Board members. Danish Journal is a magazine published in English by the Danish
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Annual Report of the Royal Society of British Sculptors
contains interesting photographs of the work of some of the Society's members.
Twentieth Annual Exhibition Of Contemporary Canadian Art is a catalogue of the
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current show at the Art Gallery of Hamilton. The sixth item is a catalogue of the
retrospective exhibition of the work of Jock Macdonald which is currently being
circulated by the Extension Services of the National Gallery.

"Kirk" Kirkpatrick has given to the library a copy of the November newsletter of
the John Howard Society. This special issue features poetry written by inmates
and culled from prison publications.

H.B.

LUNCHEON ENTERTAINMENT

Monday November 24, 1969

This year is the 50th Anniversary of Hart House. To further

mark the event, Arnold Wilkinson, Warden of Hart House,

will speak to the Club on " The Cultural History of Hart

House".

Program 1:00 pm to 1:30 pm sharp.

1-t.~
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December 17, 1969

Monthly Dinner November 28, 1969

Jim Lyman Potts, President Station Broadcast Productions, was the after-dinner speaker
at the November meeting. He was introduced by John Bradshaw (himself a wide user of
radio), as one who thoroughly understood the mechanics of the broadcasting art. Mr.
Potts first delved into the early history of radio which is celebrating its 50th anni-
versary this year. He told of the incredible ingenuity of some of the early operators
who assumed all jobs involved such as announcer, technician, news editor and disc
jockey. Many humorous anecdotes recalled old days which many of the members could ap-
preciate. Secondly, Mr. Potts told of the long struggle with government regulations,
many of which were downright stupid. One of which was the forbidding of mention of
price which took many years to overcome. And who will remember the commercials adver-
tising Pellers Ice when it was beer all the time that was meant?

The formation of Potts' Canadian Talent Library has been one of the foremost achieve-
ments of his fascinating career. This is an attempt to build up a library of records
of Canadian Talent -- alas, it has had a hard struggle to overcome the merchandising
methods of American recording companies. Potts appealed to members to do all they can
to get these records up from under the counter.

We were told that Torontonians are very fortunate in having a choice of many radio
station programmes and also several television channels. Moncton, New Brunswick has
just won a second station while Sudbury is still suffering from government stubborness.
Yes, we have come a long way from the crystal set but however spectacular the show is
it can never match the utter wonderment occasioned by sound coming through those early
plugs.

Clive Clark thanked the speaker on behalf of an attentive audience.

Ladies' Night December 3rd 1969

A very good attendance greeted Mavor Moore when he spoke on.The Culture Gap. As
Mavor is the General Director, St. Lawrence Centre for the Arts, he has to analyse
people's feelings about the theatre and what attractions will appeal to future
audiences.

We are grateful to Bill Shelden for sending us some notes on this talk (we were pre-
vented from attending due to a bad cold).

Audiences for conventional drama, opera and other forms of entertainment are decreas-
ing. On the other hand, audiences are increasing for Mod Theatre, Mod "Music", films,
Happenings, Pop records, T.V., portable radios, viewer sports, neon signs.

~~~- -~



At the Executive meeting of November 21st John Irwin was appointed to look into thematter in depth. In the meantime, Humter Bishop and the Editor of this Letter will
hold the very considerable amount of manuscript under wraps.

It takes shock to make people take notice. Conventional forms of culture are dying
out. Operas are swinging instead of singing. Words are no longer important. Thepower of "music" and action has become more important than words. Actors are in-
articulate. More grunts than anything. Words are being cut to a minimum - possibly
in films it reduces the amount of translation or subtitles when they are exported
to foreign countries.

Mavor concluded with these chilling words. "The world is hungry and is not con-
cerned with culture. If we drive a wedge between life and culture, it will be
culture that will have to go."

Therefore, Dr. Mavor Moore, your task at the St. Lawrence Centre is formidable.
Every success to you. Gordon K. D. Alderson introduced the speaker and CliveClark thanked him.

Our Arizona correspondent, Frank Prendergast, tells us that he read somewhere thatmen who do not kiss their wives goodby when they leave for work are inclined to be
moody, depressed and disinterested in their jobs. But kissing husbands start off
the day on a positive note.

Frank offers the following couplet:

"And now a Club that's really swell
Snack and smack at A and L"

Our congratulations to James W. Westaway who was recently appointed President of A
the Excelsior Life Insurance Company.

Christmas and New Year Greetings to all our readers and special thanks to all con-
tributors - too numerous to mention.

Special Business Meeting November 12th 1969

We shall draw a veil over most of the happenings of November 12th, chiefly because
there was too much of a mixture of sauce and oratory. First, Philip Clark outlined
certain problems concerning the present leasing of Club premises at 14 Elm Street
and the possibility some time of buying the building.

Secondly, the introduction of ladies to regular Club luncheons was decisively turneddown. All this in spite of the 1927 affair at the Club when, as Tom Allen reminds
us, Mazo de la Roche was honoured upon her winning the $10,000 Atlantic Monthly
prize for Jalna. Thirdly, the History of the Club was discussed in terms of grandeur
but the price was bandied about from $15,000 to $30-50,000. After considerable dis-
cussion members agreed that a History of the Club should be written provided that
it doesn't cost anything!
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The AUCTION at the Club was held on November 18 at which there was spirited bidding

for pictures, antiques and some objects not so antique. Sid Johnson was the
auctioneer who kept up a witty and convincing patter which moved things along
briskly. John Hudson and Ed Kasdan darted among the bidders getting names. John
Morrow and Bill Duthie held up objects for sale sometimes with scepticism. The Club
realized some $2500 net as a result of the evening. Ed Kasdan is to be especially
thanked for promoting this event mainly because, in spite of obvious indifference
to the idea at first, he persisted. Thanks are also due to four members who sent
in substantial cheques in lieu of their attendance. Thanks are also due to the
artists and donors of antiques for their generosity.

Ladies' Night October 8th 1969

Ed. note: This somehow got left out of the October letter.

The first Wednesday Night buffet of the season was a great success. The buffet
arrangements were adequate for the large number of people that came. We can thank
the Schmedemanns for that.

Before the speaker of the evening, Stanley Burke, Commentator, John Morrow introduced
Andrew Till, the artist, whose pictures covered the walls of the Hall, the Lamps Room
and the Lounge. Eric Lindsay introduced the speaker in a happy manner. He is an old
colleague of Stanley Burke and he recalled CBC days before Burke left so dramatically
to help in the Biafran disaster.

Burke is so emotionally concerned with the terribly involved Nigerian mess that in
attempting to explain situations he gave hypothetical Canadian examples and then
reverted to the Nigerian scene in an astonishing volte-face.

In two and a half years of fighting over two million lives have been sacrificed. He
ridiculed the idea that this is just an "internal matter" - for such the United
Nations views it. His one ray of hope is that the churches of the world - the
common people - and not governments - are doing something about it. Burke is hope-
ful of forming observer teams to go to both sides. The most ugly part of Burke's
analysis concerns the part that the oil interests are playing to protect and preserve
their holdings. Both sides, Nigeria (federal) and Biafra, obtain money to buy their
guns from national oil interests of the United Kingdom, France, United States and
Russia.

A picture of a pathetic Biafran child placed on the stage, doomed to an early death,
bore mute testimony to the humanitarian needs of the people.

Willson Woodside thanked the speaker afterwards.

A film describing the relief work being undertaken underlined the needs brought
about by famine and sickness. In our plenty there wasn't one present who didn't
feel a little guilty for even partaking of our abundance.

John Hudson acted admirably as chairman of the evening.

* * ** *
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The walls of the Great Hall, the Lounge and The Lamps Room in October
were hung with large canvasses and smaller drawings by Andrew Till, a young
Toronto painter who holds a Master's Degree from the University of Toronto.
Several distinguished members of the Club said it was one of the most exciting
shows the Club had seen. Certainly the paintings couldn't be ignored and were
even displayed on the stage. This new policy of the Club to show the work of
younger painters from time to time resulted in several sales including one to
a major oil company.

Regardless of any particular member's reaction to abstract work, one
must admire a single-minded dedication to the arts.

J.M.

PAINTINGS OF THE CAPE DORSET-BAFFIN ISLAND ESKIMOS

by Miss Joyce Devlin

Except in casual photographs, there has been very little consistent
visual documentation of the many outstanding Eskimo artists, sculptors and print-
makers living and working in the Canadian Arctic.

The exhibition by Miss Devlin in November of 15 portraits of Eskimo
Craftsmen and women was shown at the Club during late November and early December.
The collection was unique in that it constituted one of the first presentations of
this nature to be shown in Canada.

Miss Devlin, during a two month visit to Cape Dorset on Baffin Island in
1968 has captured the character and spirit of these most talented artists in her
series of paintings. In Cape Dorset, she has chosen a cold and forbidding land.
Her subject matter, the Eskimo, in his bleak environment, adds a new facet to
Canadian painting.

E.T.H.

Lovat Dickson's biography of H. G. Wells, entitled, H.G. Wells: His Turbulent
Life and Times, has once again brought him fame. During the summer his book
received a full page review (front page at that) in the New York Times book sec-
tion. Just recently he was honored by the University of Alberta in Edmonton by
the bestowal of an LL.D. degree. Macmillans are the publishers in Toronto as
they are in England. Note to the Entertainment committee: how about an evening
with Lovat Dickson on his favourite subject?

Arts and Letters has been named Horse of the Year in the United States. We don't
know if there is any significance in that fact but we are willing to bet that A.
and L. in Toronto is tops for entertainment, thoughtful dialogue and downright
participation in the lively arts.

* * * * *

LAPP's CORNER does not appear this month - a very special contribution will appear
next month - dealing chiefly with the rich outflow of Christmas music which will
be supplied by so many of our members.
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When Horace Lapp referred to the projectless members of the Club in the last

Monthly letter and suggested they sew shifts or create jockey shorts for members of

the Mendelssohn choir, he little knew the chain of events his remarks must provoke.

For it was only a matter of weeks before the Presidential Research Unit (PRU to you)
got going on the profoundly disturbing suggestion.

It must be admitted that a clueless lot (or Clot) may exist in the Club but the
suggested project is unworthy of a great musician. Those familiar with Mendelssohn

the younger's affairs will realize that He-brides music is often familiarly but
erroneously referred to as Fingal's Cave. A careful examination of the M.S. shows a

letter to his mum (with the score) on one side of indifferent paper and a message,

probably in code on the other. The latter reads something like "1/2 lb. pots, 2

loaves; 24 Watney's light". However, the main point is that the words generally

interpreted as Fingal's Cave are worn and must originally have read Fingal's caveat.

There is no doubt that in the Summer of 1829 in Scotland the Young German had
been warned that highlanders had neither shifts nor pants and that consequently in
those less permissive days if music must be written it would be better not to swing

it!

Indeed the full title is careful not to refer to Underwear but, on the contrary,
is an Overture to the He-brides, whose underwear in any event would have been conjec-

tural. And with that, overture you, Horace!

Second thoughts have, none the less, prevailed. No doubt the Mendelssohn choir
adheres to the practices known to their hero, so what project can remain for the
Club? Once again little time has been lost. An old lady has been discovered in
Rexdale (which itself took some discovering) who is a past-mistress of the woollen

rug. Given wool in plenty, bobbins in scores, and button hooks galore what fun will
be provided for the busy fingers of the Clots. Rugs for the Club floors, rugged
tapestries for walls, rug-cosies for the piano and other articles of Club furniture
and even the woolliest of woollies for our staff can be envisaged.

The materials will be provided by courtesy of the Executive Committee, so in
1970, on every second Thursday evening (ladies being discouraged at noon) Mrs.
Rugge-Knotley will preside over her class of the clueless. Until the woolly warmth
of their productions enriches the club they are asked to bring their own mittens
and elastic-sided boots.

W.E.S.

Yvon Doucet, chairman of the Membership Committee, introduces these members who
joined the A&L since the annual meeting last May. Come to lunch and meet them.

LOUIS APPLEBAUM, internationally known composer, conductor, director. He is
one of Canada's most sought-after consultants on a wide variety of Canadian

"musicaliana' report his sponsors. He is a member of the music advisory
panel of the Canada Council, founder of Stratford Music Festival, long-time
staff composer of the National Film Board. Theatre, painting, sculpture,
poetry are listed as his special interests.

LANGTON MARTIN is a print-maker extraordinaire and has 40 years experience
in line drawing and water colors. Etching, wood engraving, wood carving,

__ __ _
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and leather craft are special interests. He is a member of the Society of
Canadian Painter-Etchers and Engravers and a Fellow of the International
Institute of Arts and Letters. As 'an experienced craftsman in stage props",
new-member Martin's services will be in demand for the 1970 Spring Show.

PARKYN IAN MURRAY is public relations manager, Confederation Life Association.
"At least 75% of Ian's time is devoted to Confederation Life's archives and
the celebrated Gallery of Canadian History which he started developing 25
years ago," his sponsors say. Ian is also deeply involved in planning the
Stephen Leacock centenary to be celebrated in 1970. Past president, Canadian
Public Relations Society and Canadian Industrial Editors' Association.

Hobbies include woodworking, miscellaneous archives and antiques.

JOHN B. NEWMAN is a 35-year-old artist, A.O.C.A., post graduate of the Art
Academy of Cincinnati. His experience includes exhibit designer at the Royal
Ontario iuseum, painter, print maker, member of the Canadian Society of Graphic
Art and teacher at the Ontario College of Art. His special interests include
painting, sculpture, architecture, music and dance.

BURTON T. RICHARDSON, B.A. (Manitoba), M.A. (Syracuse) is a professional writer,
editor and consultant (now with P.S. Ross & Partners, management consultants,
Toronto). Editor of Saskatoon Star-Phoenix 1946-48, of Winnipeg Citizen 1948,
associate editor Ottawa Citizen, 1949-1951: Toronto Telegram 1953-1962. Broad-
caster and news analyst. Author of "Canada and Mr. Diefenbaker". Note his
commendable potential activity in the Club - "luncheon attendance".

WILLIAM FREDERICK BIGWOOD ROGERS is His Honor Judge Rogers, B.A. (Trinity),
Osgoode Hall, Barrister-at-Law, County Court of the County of York. He prac-
tised law in Kenora, Ontario and was Crown Attorney there before being ap-
pointed a Provincial Judge in 1962. He was president of Kenora Music Club
for five years - hence his continuing interest in music, especially piano.
The A&L Spring Show will likely see him in action.

JOHN CALEB ROYLE, B.A. (Western) is group publisher, Maclean-Hunter Ltd. A
professional writer for many years, especially in journalism, he was reporter
of the Winnipeg Tribune and editor of Winnipeg Free Press Weekly. In addition
to his Maclean-Hunter responsibilities, is part owner of a publishing house.
He collects Canadiana - published material - and is interested in improving
writing activity.

W. B. TOWNLEY is a publisher-writer. His sponsor tells us this new professional
member "supports artists by collecting their works, including some of A. J.
Casson, purchased years ago. He publishes articles by leading authors in his
university-directed publications." Photography, music painting are his interests
in the arts.

We understand that Chuck Matthews in buying his Dinner ticket from Fred Shaw, said
that it will be his 50th Christmas Dinner that he will be attending.

* * * *

_ __ _
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The late Charles S. Band

Charles died on or about May 28, 1969. Two months ago the Club received word

from his Executors that he had made a bequest of $500 to the Club. Last week we

received the cheque and the Endowment Fund or Capital of the Club is thus enhanced.

During the past week also the Club has received from Mr. Band some valuable

material that Charles collected over the years which will add to the wealth of our

archives. A statement concerning the details of this gift will appear in the next

issue.

P.T.C.

THE LIBRARY

Recently there has been on display on the New Additions shelf a copy of Lawren

Harris, the impressive-looking new book which describes the life work of the Club's

only Non-Resident Charter member. The selection and arrangement of the paintings has

been made by Bess Harris, and of the text by R.P.G. Colgrove. As mentioned in the

last Letter the book came to the library as a bequest of the late R.A. Daly.

Arnold Wilkinson, who is Warden of Hart House and who spoke to the Club on

November 24th, has presented to our library a copy of The Hart House Collection Of

* Canadian Painting. The creation of this collection was sparked by Vincent Massey;

the first funds were set aside for purchasing under the wardenship of Walter Bowles;

the first painting (A.Y. Jackson's "Georgian Bay, November") was purchased in 1922

under the wardenship of Burgon Bickersteth.

Joseph McCulley, who was warden of Hart House from 1952 to 1965, has kindly given

a copy of lan Montagnes' 50-year history entitled An Uncommon Fellowship. One-half

of this interesting story of Hart House consists of conversations that the author

had with Bickersteth in England. There are included a number of photographs, as well

as a set of the architectural plans of Sproatt and Rolph. Many links between the

House and the Club, especially those of the early years, can be detected in this

informative and very readable book.

Bob Perry donated Sailing To To Byzantium, an ideal reference work for travel-

lers who plan to visit the shores of the Eastern Mediterranean. The author, Osbert

Lancaster, has sub-titled this guide An Architectural Companion; he starts his

journey in Ravenna and describes the important early churches and monuments of Bulgaria,

Turkey, Greece, Cyprus, etc. There are many drawings and a few paintings in colour.

A. Y. Jackson sent to the Club library his copy of Year Book Of The Arts In

Canada, which was published in 1929. Although edited by Bertram Brooker, this book

could be considered in some respects a Club publication, for almost all of the 27

contributors were members.

* In addition to acknowledging the gifts listed above, the librarian wishes it

to be known that A. G. Wynne-Field and Ernie Newson allowed early photographs of

members to be withdrawn from the Auction for our archives collection, that George

McGillivray sent two copies of The Lamps and an old directory of artists, and that

George Hulme gave the Jock MacDonald exhibition catalogue.

I

I
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FUTURE EVENTS

January 14th --

January 21st -

LADIES' NIGHT

Speaker - Stan Helleur

LADIES '

Speaker

NIGHT

- William Straiton

January 31st - MONTHLY DINNER

Speaker - Dr. David Ouchterlony

-r.1

A&L HOLIDAY CLOSING

The Club will be closed:

Dec 25 - 26 - 27 - 28, and Jan 1st

the Club will be open:

Dec 29 - for lunch

Dec 30 - CHRISTMAS DINNER -
no lunch served

DEC 31 - for lunch

-1*


